
The source for Hawaii’s real estate

Each election year, the Honolulu
Board of REALTORS® asks candi-

dates for county races key questions 
about issues important to our mem-
bers and the real estate industry. 

Candidates who want to receive 
campaign contributions from the 
REALTORS® Political Action Commit-
tee (RPAC) will be evaluated on their 
responses to these questions, as well 
as other evaluation criteria, such as 
electability, viability, political influ-
ence, and demonstrated leadership.

This year, Primary Elections will be 
held for Honolulu City Council Dis-
tricts 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. This Voter’s Guide 
will help you get to know your candi-
dates for county offices as well as 
the candidates for Honolulu Mayor. 
It will also help our members tell us 
who you believe has earned the 
support of RPAC.

Please share this guide with 
family, friends, and clients and 
remember to ask for clarification 
from any candidate whose answer 
seems unclear.

This year’s election will be done by 
mail in ballot to be issued July 21st.

VOTER’S GUIDE

2020

City & County of Honolulu

Primary ElEction - Sat., auguSt 8

2020 CANDIDATES

CITY & COUNTY OF HONOLULU

DiStrict 1: Portions of Ewa Villages and 
Ewa Beach, Kapolei, Makakilo, Kalaeloa, 
Honokai Hale, Ko Olina, Nanakuli, Ma’ili, 
Wai’anae, Makaha, Kea’au, and Makua
• Kathy Davenport
• Naomi Hanohano (chose not to respond)

• Galen Kerfoot
• Anthony Makana Paris
• Andria Tupola (chose not to respond)

DiStrict 3: Ahuimanu, Heeia, Haiku, 
Kaneohe, Maunawili, Kailua, Olomana, 
Enchanted Lake, and Waimanalo
• Kalani Kalima (chose not to respond)

• Warland Kealoha
• Esther Kiaaina
• Paul Mossman
• Alan Kekoa Texeira
• Greg Thielen

DiStrict 5: Kaimuki, Palolo Valley, St. 
Louis Heights, Manoa, Moiliili, McCully, 
and portions of Ala Moana, Kakaako, and 
Makiki 
• Phil Lee
• Calvin Say
• Dave Watase

DiStrict 7: Kalihi, lwilei, Kalihi Kai, Ma-
punapuna, Salt Lake, Aliamanu, Hickam, 
Foster Village, Ford Island, and Sand 
Island
• Jacob Aki
• Radiant Cordero
• Ryan Mandado

DiStrict 9: Waikele, Village Park, 
Royal Kunia, Mililani Town, West Loch, 
Iroquois Point, and portions of Ewa Vil-
lages and Ewa Beach
• Will Espero
• Earl Tsuneyoshi
• Augie Tulba (chose not to respond)

Honolulu mayor: 
• Keith Amemiya
• Rick Blangiardi
• David (Duke) Bourgoin
• Ernest Caravalho
• John Carroll
• Karl Dicks
• Tim Garry (chose not to respond)

• Colleen Hanabusa
• Mufi Hannemann
• Choon James
• Audrey Keesing
• Micah Mussell (chose not to respond)

• Kym Pine
• William (Bud) Stonebraker
• Ho Yin (Jason) Wong
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Candidates running for each City Council District and Honolulu Mayor were asked to submit information
about their background and were allowed up to 175 words to answer the following questions:

1. Housing Availability: What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on
Oahu? Additionally, what policy changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you
recommend to speed up construction of housing?

2. Housing Affordability: What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable hous-
ing for first-time homebuyers?

3. Transient Vacation Rentals: Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and
meaningful legislation to address Bed & Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes
would you propose?

4. Real Property Tax: Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you sup-
port or oppose and why?

5. City Budget, Fiscal Responsibility: What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce
costs or increase revenue?
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Kathy Davenport
Years Lived in district:  22

current Position/occuPation:  
Major, USAF (Ret); Motivational 
Speaker and Trainer

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A 

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
School Community Council-
Kapolei Middle School; Kapolei 
Chamber of Commerce; 
American Veterans (AMVETS) 
Hawaii; Organization of 
Women Leaders (OWL) Hawaii; 
Neighborhood Security Watch 
Coordinator; Wai’anae Military-
Civilian Advisory Council; 
Past President and Board 
Member of various professional 
organizations (BNI Hawaii, 
Professional Photographers of 
Hawaii, American Association of 
University Women)

Galen Kerfoot
Years Lived in district:  54

current Position/occuPation:  
Retired business owner

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
N/A

Anthony Makana Paris
Years Lived in district:  25

current Position/occuPation:  
Research Analyst, Hawai’i 
Ironworkers Stabilization Fund

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Governor’s 
Working Group on Affordable 
Housing (2019)

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Prince Kūhiō Hawaiian Civic 
Club, President; Prince 
Kūhiō Hawaiian Civic Club-
Scholarship Fund, Chair; 
Association of Hawaiian Civic 
Clubs, Government Relations 
Chair; United Cerebral Palsy 
Association of Hawai’i, Board 
Member; Pulama – A Halau 
for Sewing, Vice-Chair; Former 
Democratic Party State Central 
Committee Board Member

DISTRICT 1 - Portions of Ewa Villages and Ewa Beach, Kapolei, Makakilo, Kalaeloa, Honokai Hale, Ko 
Olina, Nanakuli, Ma’ili, Wai’anae, Makaha, Kea’au, and Makua

DISTRICT 1 - CANDIDATE PROFILES
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1. Housing bought for speculation and/or business purposes and not lived in by the 
owner need to be taxed at a much higher rate to discourage such actions in favor 
of local renters.

2. Tax breaks should be given to property owners renting to local residents only in 
favor of Transient Vacation Rentals.  

3. Rent control should be looked into due to the ever increasing base rent and rising 
maintenance fees.

4. Pre-fabricated, ready to assemble housing unit (like add on Hardware Hawaii Ohana 
Home) developments should be encouraged versus the current higher cost com-
munities such as Ewa By Gentry, etc.

5. Department of Planning and Permitting needs to streamline and expedite their re-
quirements and personnel, especially for those local versus mainland developers 
and construction companies.

Galen Kerfoot

To increase the supply of housing on Oahu, the City should take actions to include:
• Assist in funding the development of roads, sewers, water, drainage, and schools 

to support new housing development. Developers, affordable housing advocates, 
and government housing officials have indicated this is an impediment to housing 
production since this responsibility is currently on developers. 

• Use city lands and assets for housing development, to include affordable housing 
initiatives.  

• Best use of Transit Oriented Development areas. Incentivize developers through 
additional height and density allowances, reduce sprawl, and create additional 
affordable housing.

Changes are needed at the Department of Planning and Permitting in order to 
streamline its permit reviewing practices. The department needs to consistently 
implement internal controls, stop accepting applications that do not meet basic 
requirements, and stop the process of allowing private companies to monopolize 
permit review appointments. The department also needs to implement a quality 
assurance system to monitor the application process, identify bottlenecks. and collect 
data to take corrective actions in order to better serve the public. 

Kathy Davenport

Several factors including zoning and permitting, limited land and infrastructure, and population growth contribute to 
Oahu’s housing shortage and exacerbate the housing crisis for both renters and owners. Furthermore, long building 
permit processes and counterproductive regulations add to housing costs, which contributes to homeownership 
being out of reach for many local families due to the cost of construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY
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I am running to restore health to our communities. I want to help make O’ahu better 
for our current and future generations. To do this, we must recover well from the 
COVID-19 pandemic and build a future where we can bring our local families home. 
One element of this recovery is finishing the rail well so we can increase our affordable 
and workforce housing around transit zones. 

I support ensuring Oahu’s housing inventory is habitable with good living conditions, 
especially public housing. I am open to exploring innovative approaches to affordable 
housing including retrofitting and reuse of existing buildings, expanding micro-unit 
apartments, and accessory dwelling units.

Generally, I support improving the capacities of all departments. I think that there is 
room for modernization of information technology used by DPP, as recommended 
by the city auditor under Resolution 18-284, to significantly improve our permitting 
processes. I also believe that supporting our civil servants with tools, training, 
continuing education, and competitive salaries and benefits empowers our city 
government to provide better service to our entire community.

Anthony Makana Paris

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D
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Our City government must work collaboratively with the state and federal governments, 
private and non-profit sectors, and communities to address our housing crisis. We can 
expand upon programs like the state’s Rental Housing Trust Fund (affordable housing 
support), the federal Housing Choice Voucher Program Section 8 (rental assistance), 
and the Mortgage Credit Certificate Program, which was authorized by Congress in 
the 1984 Tax Reform Act (mortgage payment assistance).

Moving forward, I would support policies that promote vertical, mixed-use 
developments that foster walkable and bikeable communities with adequate green 
space - think vertical ahupua’a - over those that promote sprawling subdivisions. We 
must implement policies that promote transit-oriented development that works for 
all income levels, especially the working poor, our kūpuna, and the most vulnerable 
- ensuring that affordable units are available close to transit centers where current 
affordable housing proposals ignore roughly 40% of the population with AMI 
percentages at or above 80%. Together, we can build a future where our children, and 
grandchildren can work, live, and thrive.

Anthony Makana Paris

1. First time homebuyers who are local and resided in state for a specified number of 
years should be given very low interest loans by the City and State. Also lowering 
or eliminating added on insurance requirements for Fire, Hurricane, etc. These just 
add to unnecessary additional cost.

2. The medium income range used to calculate and qualify for affordable housing 
needs to be greatly reduced both for individuals and especially couples and 1st 
time buyers.

Galen Kerfoot

In order to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers, City 
government should work in alignment with State agencies to:

- Please see my answers in previous question [Housing Availability] to help bring the costs 
down for developers and thereby reducing home prices for first-time homebuyers.

Kathy Davenport

Even if the supply of housing increases, affordability continues to be one of the greatest barriers to homeownership 
for middle income as well as low income families. 

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
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I will strive to balance private homeowner desires regarding transient vacation or 
short-term rentals with the effects of such rentals on the surrounding community. Our 
legislative scheme must distinguish between the two extremes of short-term rentals. 
On one end, a family should be able to rent out their own home for a few weeks a year 
while they’re on vacation; and on the other end, the out-of-state investors should not 
be able to rent out multiple homes in our neighborhoods on a daily or weekly basis in 
what amounts to an unpermitted hotel. The effects of these divergent activities on a 
neighborhood, including the effect on property values and long-term rental rates, are 
vastly different. In general, short-term vacation rentals, including Transient Vacation 
Units and Bed & Breakfasts should be phased out of our residential neighborhoods. 
However, in response to homeowner’s concerns, I am also open to improving upon 
Ordinance 19-18 (Bill 89 (2018)) (which regulates short-term rentals) to improve data 
management and access to short-term rental options for residents.

Anthony Makana Paris

No. Due to the high cost of living here, families often have to come up with ways to 
make additional money simply to survive such as a Bed and Breakfast for a simple 
one or two person accommodation.  WHOLE  HOME RENTALS, however, must be PER-
MITTED SUCH AS HOTELS and the rate being taxed, etc. should be the same since 
they take away from hotels yet provide accommodations. Also their property tax rate 
should be much higher than live-in local residents to discourage such rentals, as they 
take away from local rental availability for much higher profits.

Galen Kerfoot

Judging by the prevalence of illegal vacation rental units, it would appear that the 
City has not been effective in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address 
Bed & Breakfast and whole home rentals. A large part of the problem stems from 
poor oversight and lack of enforcement by the City and County of Honolulu and the 
Department of Planning and Permitting. Reforms are needed in the Department of 
Planning and Permitting to address management and operational deficiencies. 

Kathy Davenport

The issue of vacation rentals has been a battle of private property rights of homeowners wishing to rent out their 
entire home and the quality of life of neighbors whose communities have been impacted by visitors. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & Break-
fast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS
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REAL PROPERTY TAX

The Real Property Tax Advisory Commission provides Council Members and the administration with a comprehensive 
review and analysis of property tax proposals that may be politically unpopular and are sometimes ignored.        

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

I would support tax strategies proposed by the Real Property Tax Advisory Commission 
that would provide more incentive for developers to build affordable housing and/
or encourage property owners to dedicate units as low-income rentals. However, 
before supporting or opposing, I would have to further examine tax strategies aimed 
at increasing property taxes. Knowing that property taxes are the largest revenue 
contributor to the city’s annual operating budget, and understanding the Commission’s 
goal is to make the tax burden more equitable among the island’s property owners, I 
would first want to see changes within the Real Property Tax Delinquency Collection 
Division to address uncollected real property tax delinquencies which, according to a 
City report, are increasing. (In FY2010, it was reported delinquent taxes totaled about 
$16.8 million).

Kathy Davenport

I would not support any further increases in Residential Property taxes other than new-
er developments.  Why should those older or purchased their houses years ago pay a 
higher rate every year. PROPERTY TAXES SHOULD BE FROZEN AND KEPT AT THE SAME 
AMOUNT SO LONG AS THE CURRENT RESIDENT occupies such in person. Should the 
property be deemed a rental, then property taxes should be recalculated each year as 
necessary. Property owners who have lived most of their lives on their current property 
should not have to pay higher rates based on demand or based on the value of a neigh-
bor’s house selling for a much higher rate. When sold, the current property tax could be 
increased to market prices or values, not the home next door which has never been sold 
or rented, but kept as a local resident family home.

Galen Kerfoot

I support exploring how we can implement the best recommendations of the 2019 
Oahu Real Property Tax Advisory Commission (December 2, 2019) that address 
valuation, rates and classifications, and credits and exemptions. I am hesitant at this 
time to specifically oppose any of the Commission’s proposals without first discussing 
with the Commission to better understand their particular motivations, data, and 
the deliberation processes that resulted in their specific proposals. I am also open to 
receiving community input and expert advice on the recommendations to help better 
understand their practical impact on our communities. 

I support proposals that aim to increase transparency and predictability in our tax 
system, and I concur with the Commission that reform is especially needed to fix 
the lack of transparency in the City’s valuation process. City leaders need to increase 
outreach and education to the public while holding ourselves accountable. 

Anthony Makana Paris
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
The City Council reviews the Mayor’s proposed budget and must balance the budget with a combination of revenue 
generating and cost cutting strategies.

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

City fiscal responsibility is a major area of concern and I believe the City must look more 
critically at how it is using taxpayer dollars. For example, the Department of Parks and 
Recreation—instead of saving $833,907 as their stated goal—increased water costs by 
over $2.08 million in two years by not acting on recommendations for water reduction 
solutions. The City’s recycling program is wasting millions of dollars annually. According 
to a City report, the city could have cut about $7 million in costs if it had diverted recycled 
materials to H-Power over a 3-year period. Based on a recent audit, it has been shown 
the Department of Planning and Permitting has consistently failed to collect a variety of 
fees over many years. These are just a few examples of where the City can and should be 
more efficient. 

To generate revenue, the City should look at opportunities to make city assets more 
profitable and less dependent on the General Fund. 

Kathy Davenport

1. Opportunity: Downsizing government – employs nearly 20-25% of the working pop-
ulation. With more technology, positions can be condensed. Also, benefit packages 
should be for ONLY THE EMPLOYEE. Additional coverages should be the employee’s 
expense, not the City and taxpayers.  

2. Increase revenue: Offer more incentives for larger companies to locate here. Increas-
ing revenue through new/higher taxes, penalties, and interest charges don’t help. 
They take money out of the pockets of residents. Tourism, in short time, will no longer 
be a cash cow. We need to diversify, build local business through support, not taxes 
and permitting.

3. FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY is a must. The City cannot keep spending on new stadium, 
new Blaisdell, etc. as if cash is endless. Everyone needs to live within a budget. Fami-
lies need food, shelter, healthcare, schooling, good infrastructure, not expensive rails. 
IF TOURIST AND WELL-TO-DO INDIVIDUALS WANT TO RELOCATE HERE, then let them 
bear the burden of improving Hawaii. Why should locals have to do it so others can 
buy vacation homes, million dollar apartments on the backs of local workers?

Galen Kerfoot

Given the public health and safety concerns and the economic impacts of COVID-19, 
now is the time to invest in public infrastructure, including PPE and sanitation, roads, 
sidewalks, bike-lanes, water and sewer systems, and public parks. I would shore up 
spending gaps with federal loans, given the rock bottom interest rates from the Federal 
Reserve, before making any cuts to the budget. I support spending wisely and planning 
for the long-term, which would result in reduced maintenance costs and liabilities. We 
can increase City revenue by reclaiming the construction and demolition waste stream 
of the island in a municipal-owned waste processing facility and landfill. This would result 
in an annual revenue stream of tens of millions of dollars in tipping fees and sales of 
recycled material. I do not believe we should cut any of our government worker salaries 
or benefits at this time as they provide essential services to our communities. If we must 
make cuts, they should start with council member salaries and expenses. 

Anthony Makana Paris
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Warland Kealoha
Years Lived in district:  32

current Position/occuPation:  
Hawaii Olympics Project 
Founder

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Hawaiian Civic Club, CALPIRG 
(CA Public Interest Research 
Group)

Esther Kia’āina
Years Lived in district:  1

current Position/occuPation:  
Executive Director, Pacific Basin 
Development Council

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Assistant 
Secretary for Insular Areas, U.S. 
Department of Interior, Obama 
Administration; First Deputy 
Director, Hawaii Department 
of Land and Natural Resources, 
Abercrombie Administration

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:   
Political campaigns - 
Presidential: Gore, Obama & 
Biden; Hawaii Congressional 
Delegation - Senator Akaka, 
Senator Hirono, Congressman 
Case, Kai Kahele Congressional 
Campaign; Gubernatorial: 
Abercrombie; many State/
County campaigns; Community/
Civic – Prince Kuhio Hawaiian 
Civic Club; Hawaii American 
Auxiliary; ALA Hawaii Girls’ State 
Steering Committee; Vice-Chair 
of the Board for Council for 
Native Hawaiian Advancement; 
Ohana O Kalaupapa; Native 
Hawaiian Bar Association; 
APIAVote; Congressional Asian 
Pacific American Staff Assoc.

Paul  Mossman
Years Lived in district:  30+

current Position/occuPation:  
Contractor, PFC Remodeling & 
Construction 

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Kailua 
Neighborhood Board Member 
(2016-2017)

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Community activist

    

DISTRICT 3 - Ahuimanu, Heeia, Haiku, Kaneohe, Maunawili, Kailua, Olomana, Enchanted Lake, 
and Waimanalo

CANDIDATE PROFILES - DISTRICT 3
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Alan Kekoa Texeira
Years Lived in district:  40

current Position/occuPation:  
Deputy Chief of Staff, Office 
of City Council Chair Ikaika 
Anderson

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A 

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Koolaupoko Hawaiian Civic 
Club; Honolulu Toastmasters; 
Filipino Junior Chamber; 
Kahaluu, Kailua, Kaneohe and 
Waimanalo Neighborhood 
Boards

Greg Thielen
Years Lived in district:  45

current Position/occuPation:  
Owner, Complete Construction 
Services

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Small 
Business Regulatory Relief Board

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Leadership: Various 
posts with the National 
Association of Home Builders 
including National Area 
Chair (representing Hawaii 
and California), Hawaii 
State Representative and 
Executive Board Member.  
Various posts at the Building 
Industry Association of Hawaii 
including President and Chair 
of Government Relations 
Committee. 

Community Involvement: 
Coach for youth soccer 
and T-ball; sponsor and 
volunteer for Family Promise 
Fun Run; instructor for Pre 
Apprenticeship Construction 
Training for YouthBuild.

Community Projects: One 
of the main builders of the 
Aikahi Community Playground 
project and subsequent Chair 
of Playground Cleaning and 
Maintenance Committee. Built 
improvements to a City and 
County skate park and helped 
construct sidewalk connecting 
Kailua community Recreation 
Center to Kailua Road.

DISTRICT 3 - Ahuimanu, Heeia, Haiku, Kaneohe, Maunawili, Kailua, Olomana, Enchanted Lake, 
and Waimanalo

CANDIDATE PROFILES - DISTRICT 3 CONT’D
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I have a long-held position supporting the importation (or the island-based pre-fabri-
cation) of single wide modular housing as the most affordable way of obtaining fast, 
high quality shelter.  

Affordable housing cannot be mandated into existence but can only be accomplished 
by building up to, or in some excess of, demand.

Paul Mossman

Approximately 95 percent of all lands in the state are designated as conservation or 
agricultural. Around 5 percent of all lands in the state are in the urban or rural districts. 
And yet, urbanized lands can accommodate more housing units for Hawaii’s families. 
The planning, permitting, and review process for building new housing in urbanized 
areas should not take so long. I would support ordinances that allow more housing to 
be built in urban areas “as of right.” For this approach to work, however, the community 
must be provided an opportunity to shape their future through the City’s land use and 
planning process to allow these types of projects in an expedited fashion. In addition, 
with a new mayor coming into office, I will support an appointee who has the required 
planning and land use acumen and the community connections needed to develop 
comprehensive development plans that are generally supported by the community.  

Esther Kia’āina

The solutions to these issues begin and end with the Dept. of Planning & Permitting. 
Nothing substantial can come in reform, restructuring, or redesign without zoning and 
designation changes in our land use patterns.  We cannot mimic ‘Mainland’ paradigms 
on an Island. Growth without district, county, and community input though is crucial 
to maintaining the uniqueness (which equals the value premium) of our local homes.

Warland Kealoha

Several factors including zoning and permitting, limited land and infrastructure, and population growth contribute to 
Oahu’s housing shortage and exacerbate the housing crisis for both renters and owners. Furthermore, long building 
permit processes and counterproductive regulations add to housing costs, which contributes to homeownership 
being out of reach for many local families due to the cost of construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY
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I have been an active advocate for housing for over a decade now. As a past President 
of BIA Hawaii, I was heavily involved in the original Houseless in Honolulu and the 
follow up Still Houseless in Honolulu events.  During this time, we brought in a wide 
variety of local and mainland professional speakers to discuss what is wrong with our 
system and what we can do to improve it. There is no candidate that comes close to 
my level of firsthand experience in addressing this need. Ultimately, we need to take 
the following steps:

• We need to eliminate the dual review at State and County levels.  
• We need to reform and reinvent DPP from top to bottom.  
• We need to invest in infrastructure around the TOD corridor.

Greg Thielen

With respect to housing supply, there is always the challenge of balancing the 
competing desire for increased development against the desire to preserve our limited 
open spaces. While in-fill development can bridge these interests we are now seeing 
increased community opposition to increased density in our neighborhoods. I believe 
that we need to start looking at ways to reward communities that embrace increased 
development to help encourage support for these much-needed projects. This could 
take the form of additional funding for community benefits (e.g. new parks, expanded 
recreation facilities, beautification projects etc.) allocated based on the net increase 
in new housing units. We also need to work on a comprehensive revision to the City’s 
zoning ordinances to support a greater diversity of uses in any given zoning district.      

The City Auditor recently released their performance audit of the DPP’s permitting 
process and it identified many areas for improvement. I think the most prudent first-
step would be to ensure that the auditor’s recommendations are implemented by the 
incoming City administration.

Alan Kekoa Texeira

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D
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A long-term developmental model Oahu needs to adopt is some form of the Singa-
pore method of public/private housing. Singapore, at 1/2 the size of Oahu, supports 5 
times the population with a household income level 50% higher.

In Singapore, the use of a 99-year public/private lease model of ownership (which can 
be rented-out and sold) along with an active private market has built very attractive 
high-rise housing.

Also, in conjunction with this question, I support the re-establishment of an inter-
island ferry system potentially using a more advanced version of the Austal design, 
which produced the original super ferry.  

It is inevitable that the state be tied together in this manner and true interisland com-
muting for work and recreation be established. This would increase the overall GDP of 
the state and impact housing in different ways.

Paul Mossman

First, one of the issues contributing to the high cost of housing is the lack of adequate 
infrastructure: roads, water, and sewer. The City can have a direct role if planning for 
and funding these improvements to reduce the cost of new residential housing units. 
Second, the City Council can outright require a certain number of affordable housing 
units when approving zoning and certain projects. Third, the City can keep residential 
housing prices affordable by restricting transient accommodations in residential areas 
so that residential housing prices are not driven up by commercial uses.  

Esther Kia’āina

Issues 1 & 2 are inextricably linked. City government has to provide realistic incentives 
to homebuilder/developers and the variety of housing stock needed to address 
affordability. Construction unions must participate in ensuring that housing costs 
‘pencil’ out for all stakeholders especially given the limited buildable land area. 
Mortgage services have to also offer reasonable terms for first-time homebuyers to 
incent home buying. Mortgage lending risks in Hawaii should be substantially low 
given land values as long as Hawaii government officials also properly manage the 
economy through intelligent public policy deployment.

Warland Kealoha

Even if the supply of housing increases, affordability continues to be one of the greatest barriers to homeownership 
for middle income as well as low income families. 

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY
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Local private home builders are quite good at building at price points as low as 120% 
of the AMI. We need to continue to promote them performing this vital function. Below 
this level generally requires public funding or land and that makes for sale products 
problematic. The best way to service this segment is by partnering with NPO’s such 
as Habitat for Humanity. As one of the founding members of Partners in Housing, I 
was able to make many connections with people in this field and I would use that to 
expand this area of home building.

Greg Thielen

Affordable housing is, at its very core, subsidized housing. The big question is always 
where that subsidy comes from and who provides it. Over the last several years, the 
City has enacted a variety of programs to incentivize and support the development of 
affordable housing through fee-waivers and density bonuses.  

Given that land acquisition is one of the biggest cost-drivers, the City needs to be 
aggressively exploring opportunities to partner with private developers to provide for 
the development of affordable housing on City-owned land.  

I also believe that we need to look at improvements to our zoning ordinances to allow 
for the use of new building techniques and dwelling products which help to bring 
down the costs of housing such as tiny homes and modular homes.

Alan Kekoa Texeira

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY - CONT’D
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Vacation rentals fall essentially into the two categories of hosted B&B and hosted/un-
hosted whole house.  

The B&B variety of owner occupied (or owner on-site authorized representative) 
should have restrictions based on nuisance abatement just as all other residences.  
Outside of resort areas, a 15-30 day minimum stay requirement would mean a negli-
gible neighborhood impact vs. the traditional month to month rentals.

Whole house rentals should have the same, if not longer, minimum stay requirements. 
This would eliminate the weekend “party house.” 

By having longer minimum stay requirements, neighborhood peace can be main-
tained while allowing homeowners the right to use their property in the manner they 
see fit.

Paul Mossman

The City recently passed laws that limit and restrict transient accommodations in res-
idential areas. It will take some time to see if these laws are properly administered 
and effective. However, I am not against amending the transient accommodations in 
residential areas if the laws do not work, and the communities impacted want further 
restrictions. 

Esther Kia’āina

This is another issue that is neither singular in solution nor solvable without a rewrite 
of zoning regulations for virtually every district on Oahu. If whole home rentals are 
subject solely to the individual rights and decisions of private property owners, the 
capacity and capability for planning and anticipating city services, infrastructure, traffic 
pattern changes, and school district attendance benchmarks becomes impossible. 
The only compensation then is an increase in tax revenue to City coffers. The other 
unintended consequence is increased sales of desirable, oceanfront (adjacent) 
properties to interests looking for prospective income-producing residences. While 
great for real estate sales transactions, the process hollows out the community. Recall 
when a shortage of military housing led to military families receiving additional 
monetary vouchers to rent outside of bases – consequence, residential rental rates 
increased substantially – similar unintended consequence for housing availability. I 
would prefer bed and breakfast establishments as a solution yielding scaled down 
tourist accommodations for visitors allowing City to inventory, monitor, and ensure 
TVs are safe and located where optimal and sensitive to community locale.

Warland Kealoha

The issue of vacation rentals has been a battle of private property rights of homeowners wishing to rent out their 
entire home and the quality of life of neighbors whose communities have been impacted by visitors. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS
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A report in December of last year indicated a decline of 5% of available room nights 
within the vacation rental pool on Oahu. Given that estimates were as high as 10,000 
units before Bill 89, a drop of 500 units can hardly be seen as a success. The problem 
here though isn’t legislative, it is again another example of the failure of DPP to do 
its core job. Honolulu has a history of failing to enforce its own rules and this directly 
causes people to openly defy them. Meaningful enforcement action is what is required, 
not additional laws.

Greg Thielen

I believe that the recent effort to regulate both Bed & Breakfasts and Transient 
Vacation Rentals is a step in the right direction. Clearly, there is a demand for this type 
of accommodation and it is irresponsible to think that we can legislate consumer 
demand. We need to see how this newly-created process plays out and whether or 
not it provides a sufficient balance between community desires and visitor demand. In 
any scenario, I believe that, as policy-makers, we should be ready and willing to make 
changes to our laws to adapt to emerging situations. The City’s decade-plus delay in 
changing the zoning ordinance as platforms such as Airbnb became widespread only 
exacerbated the problem and that is something we future policy-makers can learn 
from. 

Alan Kekoa Texeira

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS - CONT’D
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REAL PROPERTY TAX

The Real Property Tax Advisory Commission provides Council Members and the administration with a comprehensive 
review and analysis of property tax proposals that may be politically unpopular and are sometimes ignored.        

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

The taxation burden must reflect the best quality of service possible. Oahu’s contin-
ued prosperity hinges on being a clean and safe (and becoming a business-friendly 
location). This requires higher quality maintenance of natural and man-made assets 
(schools, roads, etc.).  

Funding things that directly enhance living standards and eliminating regulations 
that impede private initiative doing the same needs to take place. 

Oahu’s property tax along with the overall cost of living can only work within the toler-
ance limit of the average citizens. Paul Mossman

As a council member, I will listen to the data and analysis provided by professional 
staff and expert bodies like the Commission. But among other considerations, a coun-
cil member must also listen to her constituents and consider the infrastructure and 
services the community depends upon. Regarding the Commission’s recent report, I 
support its recommendation to consider a property-by-property basis in negotiating 
valuation with assessors and appeals of assessments. Mass appraisals are imprecise 
and can create a burden for landowners.  I agree that another classification should be 
created for bed and breakfasts and approved transient vacation rentals to determine 
the taxable value of those uses more fairly. I agree that property tax exemptions be 
permitted for accessory dwelling units, so long as those units are rented or inhabited 
by family members.  These are strategies for ensuring the affordability of housing for 
Hawaii’s working families.

Esther Kia’āina

I would be remiss if I didn’t first emphasize how the COVID-19 pandemic has challenged 
residents to meet property tax payments and the potential shortfalls that will domino 
in upcoming months, including property tax defaults and landlords’ potential losses of 
income from deferral of rent collections.   

Let me comment on a few of the Commission proposals. Valuation methodology 
should be clearly spelled out. The City needs to be more transparent on this. Credits 
and exemptions must be reevaluated and changed to enable the City to recoup 
revenue where possible without raising property tax assessments to offset its 
potential shortfalls. B&B operators should be assessed at a level below hotels, but I 
would not want to see these operators charging ‘resort fees’ to guests. I would reserve 
commenting on other Commission proposals until we have a greater grasp on the 
economic fallout from the pandemic. I advocate for a holistic review of all property 
in light of the issues with DPP – delays in ADR permits, minimal enforcement against 
Monster Homes, inconsistent or incongruent zoning policies, etc.

Warland Kealoha
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REAL PROPERTY TAX - CONT’D

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

Of all the most recent recommendations made, I am the most in favor of the ADU 
tax exemption. The more attractive we can make building these units, the more the 
private sector relieves Government from building units. If the City gives up even 
$10,000 per unit, that is a fraction of what it would cost the City to build that unit. 
While I support this exemption, I would not support it in perpetuity. Each homeowner 
should be allowed the exemption for a set period of time such as 10 years.

The 2019 Commission advanced several recommendations regarding tax incentives 
to facilitate and support development and re-development in some core urban areas 
and, especially in the post-pandemic environment, these are proposals that the 
Council should actively pursue to help stimulate our economy and boost tax revenue 
in the outlaying years. 

Most importantly, the Commission has several recommendations relating to the 
adjustment of fixed values (i.e. homeowner’s exemption, minimum real property 
tax for exempt properties etc.). I believe that the Council needs to look at all of these 
fixed values and provide a mechanism to automatically adjust them annually or 
semi-annually to keep pace with inflation or other changes in market conditions. The 
practice of waiting until an exemption or income limit for the low-income tax credit 
is so out of balance with current conditions and then taking action genuinely does a 
disservice to the very people these programs were intended to help. This can be easily 
remedied and by establishing a formula for future adjustments you ensure on-going 
fairness while also removing politics from it.   

Greg Thielen

Alan Kekoa Texeira
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
The City Council reviews the Mayor’s proposed budget and must balance the budget with a combination of revenue 
generating and cost cutting strategies.

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

Having the C&C structure and not a true country structure has retarded development 
of incorporated municipalities and the additional layer of representative accountabil-
ity that brings. Urban Honolulu is absorbing all economic oxygen. Until rail is complet-
ed and the $100M a year operating cost is dealt with, fiscal responsibility will require 
considerable claw back.

When PUC rejected NextEra’s purchase of HECO (2016), planned conversion from 
fuel oil to higher energy and lower cost natural gas was canceled and the projected 
$100M/year reduction in electricity cost, failed to materialize. That cost of living saving 
(and resulting increased productivity) could have allowed additional fee for service or 
property tax increase and still be cost neutral.

The decisions and regulations of state government along with stewardship, or lack 
thereof, at Honolulu Hale have major impact on the economy’s wellbeing and resil-
ience. Common sense innovation that lowers cost and boost productivity in the public 
and private sector benefits everyone.   

The issues with the greatest immediate, long-term impact don’t change much. It’s the 
answers that need constant reexamination, refinement, and updates.

Paul Mossman

Real Property Tax (RPT) is the City’s primary source of revenue. The alternative is to 
charge higher fees for services. Property tax rates and fees must be maintained at a 
level that does not make it possible for families to afford to live in Hawaii. There is al-
ways room to improve efficiency using technology and to reconsider how processes 
work for continued improvement over time. The cost of rail and its operation will place 
a significant burden on the City’s budget. Therefore, it is vital that the full proposed rail 
project is completed, integrated with bus transit and other modes of transportation, 
and run so that it is clean, safe, and reliable. It is shown that properties around well-
run systems increase the value of property around it. This will increase RPT receipts 
and help the City’s budget. It is also essential to work with real property developers to 
ensure new projects make the best use of rail transit.

Esther Kia’āina

The economic, social, and health shock of the pandemic creates an opportunity 
to put all projects, services, and preconceived deliverables on the public’s table 
for scrutiny and intense re-view. At this point, a reduction of costs across the 
board is crucial at this juncture. There will not be a return to normal in the next two 
years in the State. Projects with little public value added should be eliminated. 
Services not vital to health, education, or welfare should be cur-tailed or rolled back 
for the short term. Capital project priorities should be improving public governance 
systems (computer upgrades), increasing measures that maintain our quality of 
living, diversifying our island economy, and utilizing land not with a resource 
mindset but valu-ing our finite land from an asset perspective.

Warland Kealoha
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

The City Budget and Fiscal Responsibility are going to be more important than ever 
with the inevitable economic fallout of COVID-19. My experience both as a Small 
Business Owner and a Home Builder have me well prepared for the test. In construction 
we have a process called Value Engineering. This where we try to reduce cost with the 
least impact to original design intent. This is what needs to be done at the City. We 
need to trim with a scalpel as opposed to a hatchet. I see increasing revenue as a 
measure of last resort.

Given that the City’s main source of unrestricted revenue is Real Property Tax monies, 
the greatest opportunity to realize increased revenue – short of simply increasing 
the tax rates – is to foster new development and redevelopment of older areas to 
increase property values. We can also ensure that the fees for services provided truly 
represent the costs of those services. While the City cannot, legally, profit from the 
services it provides, we should ensure that services are not excessively or unreasonably 
subsidized to the detriment of the general public. 

There are a number of approaches the City can take regarding cost reductions. But 
cost-cutting at the municipal level, should always be very judicious and approached 
with a specific objective as most of the services that City provides truly are core 
services. Now that the City has had real-time experience with telecommuting due to 
the recent pandemic, I think we should take a closer look at making telecommuting or 
flex-schedules a permanent option for certain departments. Reducing the associative 
costs will reduce our operating overhead. 

Greg Thielen

Alan Kekoa Texeira
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Phil Lee
Years Lived in district:  50

current Position/occuPation:  
Veteran Legislative Attorney 
and Public Interest Advocate; 
inactive Real Estate Salesman 
license

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Deputy 
Corporation Counsel, 
Legislative Attorney; Chief 
of Staff for Honolulu City 
Councilman

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Manoa Neighborhood Board; 
ran for State House and County 
Council, Honolulu Mayor, and 
Congress

Calvin Say
Years Lived in district:  68

current Position/occuPation:  
Legislature; businessman 

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  State 
Representative

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
N/A 

Dave Watase
Years Lived in district:  22

current Position/occuPation:  
Retired engineer

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Protect Our Ala Wai Watershed; 
Malama Moana; Save Ala 
Moana Beach Park Hui; Hawaii 
Federation of USA Wrestling

    

DISTRICT 5 - Kaimuki, Palolo Valley, St. Louis Heights, Manoa, Moiliili, McCully, and portions of 
Ala Moana, Kakaako, and Makiki

CANDIDATE PROFILES - DISTRICT 5
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Several factors including zoning and permitting, limited land and infrastructure, and population growth contribute to 
Oahu’s housing shortage and exacerbate the housing crisis for both renters and owners. Furthermore, long building 
permit processes and counterproductive regulations add to housing costs, which contributes to homeownership 
being out of reach for many local families due to the cost of construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Honestly, I would have to research and study these issues thoroughly—what are the 
obstacles and barriers in the permitting process—people or applicant are frustrated. 
The process may be cumbersome, but it is to protect the developer and the future 
owners and renters of the development in complying with laws, building codes and 
ordinances enacted by past councils.

Zoning: Change zoning laws to allow greater utilization of current housing allowing 7-8 
people/house instead of 5 especially in big SF homes.  

Permitting: Privatize permitting process that permits qualified and certified draftsman, 
engineers, and architects to certified compliance of proposed building permit applications.  

Controlling Population Growth: 
1. Reverse the effects of globalization where corporate owners, managers, and orders 

come from far away, imposing so called “professional management” to increase 
corporate profits while squeezing as much work out of local workers at the lowest 
wage possible.  

2. Promote jobs, training, and advancement to residents first and hire and promote 
from within the rank and file instead of bringing in foreigners and aliens to take our 
jobs and housing.  

3. Create dis-incentives to hiring and importing out of state/alien workers who take 
our jobs and homes away and force Hawaii residents to relocate to the mainland.  

4. Provide financial contributions from employers who do import foreign workers 
instead of hiring locals by imposing impact housing  fees to pay for more housing 
for every out of state worker they import.

I favor a balanced approach to developments. Overbuilding in one sector too quickly 
will have negative impacts on other sectors. One way is to limit hotel developments. 
Too many new hotels may lead to a shortage of hotel workers. If our local residents can’t 
meet those job demands, then there will be an influx of outside residents to fill the va-
cancies; resulting in more need for housing. Another concern is our island’s limited re-
sources i.e. water, sewer, and infrastructure capacities. I propose conducting studies that 
find the maximum population limit and to develop in a sustainable way for our future.

The DPP needs leadership that wants to improve the system, not just hold down the 
fort. Funding for better training and equipment are required. To speed up construction, 
I’d recommend eliminating the lengthy review process. Instead, place the burden and 
liability on the licensed architects and engineers and focus on inspections during con-
struction. Also, integrating technology such as video calling can improve the coordina-
tion between various DPP divisions and allow inspections to be done remotely.

Dave Watase

Calvin Say

Phil Lee
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The City government can create affordable housing by supporting bills that benefit 
homebuyers. Since the passing of Bill 89, thousands of illegal vacation rentals will be 
converted into long-term rentals or sold to local residents. The increase in inventory 
will place pressure on the housing market which will result in lower housing costs. 
Without Bill 89, residential homeowners and investors would continue to buy and 
convert homes to highly profitable short-term rentals.

Another way the City government can support affordable housing creation is by 
providing incentives to developers who develop increased percentages of affordable 
units below the median income bracket. 
Currently, many people are struggling from the COVID-19 shutdown. Depending on 
the amount of time and how the economy recovers, many businesses may be forced 
to downsize resulting in a smaller job market. The outcome may be that many people 
will decide to leave Hawaii, which would mean a reduction in the demand for housing. 
This may also cause an increase in available housing and result in pressure on the 
housing market to decrease. 

With COVID-19, I personally see an increase of housing and rentals within the present 
market. Cost and prices will decrease in value and with no job employment the exodus 
of our younger generation to the mainland will occur.

I’d require the inclusion of low-income housing for any large proposed development.  
Allow waivers of zoning and building restrictions for those willing to develop low-
income housing.  

Revamp zoning laws to permit greater occupancy in existing housing and overhaul 
the permitting laws and process to expedite building permits and improve building 
technology to build more effectively.  

As Chief of State for a City Councilman, I was instrumental in promoting and advancing 
Auxiliary Dwelling Units to allow ohanas to live on the same property and increase 
housing supply for everyone. 

I’d propose a major overhaul of DPP. Consider breaking DPP back into two separate 
departments like before. When I served as Deputy Corporation Counsel for the 
predecessors of DPP, the Department of Land Utilization (DLU) and the Building 
Department (BD), there were not all these problems and delays. Later, Mayor 
Harris combined the DLU and BD into one department, DPP, but the cost saving 
from eliminating administrative costs also resulted in less focus on mission. As the 
department took on more functions, productivity and work ethic diminished.

Even if the supply of housing increases, affordability continues to be one of the greatest barriers to homeownership 
for middle income as well as low income families. 

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Dave Watase

Calvin Say

Phil Lee
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I support private rights of homeowners. However, the quality of life of other 
homeowners and neighbors is negatively affected if there are short-term rentals in 
residentially zoned neighborhoods. Honolulu already has areas that are zoned for 
hotels and transit accommodations. There are processes to make zoning and land 
use changes. The Transit Orientated Development plan for Honolulu already has an 
urban corridor that is designed to accommodate higher densities, provide future 
developments, jobs, and the creation of more housing. I favored Bill 85 over Bill 89 
when both Bills were presented at the same Council meeting. I do believe tweaks to 
the bill will need to be made and improvement is an ongoing effort.

Yes, it is a start, but we need more enforcement with the state and county govern-
ments.

The City law that restricted short-term vacation rentals is a total failure and has not 
reduced the industry very much. I would outlaw renting the entire house in single 
family residential districts and revamp the transient accommodations law to limit the 
density of licensed sites and rotate them every year to allow others the chance too.

The issue of vacation rentals has been a battle of private property rights of homeowners wishing to rent out their 
entire home and the quality of life of neighbors whose communities have been impacted by visitors. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & Break-
fast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS

Dave Watase

Calvin Say

Phil Lee
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REAL PROPERTY TAX

The Real Property Tax Advisory Commission provides Council Members and the administration with a comprehensive 
review and analysis of property tax proposals that may be politically unpopular and are sometimes ignored.        

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

I would do a comprehensive review of all exemptions to property tax to ensure they 
are justified to promote social and economic policy.

Haven’t read the report yet, but would be leery to do anything at this time because of 
COVID- 19.

I am interested in promoting and protecting those elements in society that are 
good. My focus will not be to go out and pound the bushes to find more sources of 
revenue. Instead, I will promote ideas that are good, needed, and beneficial to the 
local resident. Keeping Hawaii our home and affordable is most important to me. We 
all feel squeezed; and it seems like at every corner our taxes and fees increase. Our 
children look at the job market and the cost of housing in Honolulu, and many decide 
to pack their bags and live on the mainland. I’m for preserving what has been good in 
the past and willing to consider supporting other initiatives that benefit the residents 
like certain tax credits and exemptions for things like “ ADU’s” and the Cold Seawater 
based district cooling system. 

Dave Watase

Calvin Say

Phil Lee
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
The City Council reviews the Mayor’s proposed budget and must balance the budget with a combination of revenue 
generating and cost cutting strategies.

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

The rail is the largest City expenditure and the greatest example of government waste 
and inefficiency. And sadly enough, it’s not even part of the Mayor’s proposed budget. 
I would work to repeal the law that created HART and return the project back to the 
management and control of the City Administration and City Council who are elected 
by and for the people and who are accountable to the public to control runaway costs 
and delays the waste of a tremendous amount of public funds. In addition, I would 
advocate for the Rail to be built and operated by a public-private partnership who 
can build and operate the Raid a thousand times more efficiently and effectively to 
minimize the cost to the Honolulu taxpayers.

As a Chairperson of Finance Committee (Legislature) State House, I will do my best to 
analyze the budget. I can’t see us increasing any taxes or fees since we have a night-
mare in COVID-19. Let the City Administration have a crack at the budget first and then 
the City Council. One area where the county may generate revenues will be fines and 
forfeiture laws.

The COVID-19 shutdown has impacted all areas of our society. Our residents and business-
es cannot be burdened with any more taxes or increases. Instead of any new or grand 
pro-jects, our City government needs to play a stimulus role in helping our economy get 
back on its feet. Federal funds given to our City and State need to be immediately spent 
during this downturn and not saved for later when it would be inflationary. I strongly 
support the “Buy Hawaii” term and the push to support local businesses and producers. 
We can promote lo-cal spending at businesses and also hotels with Kama’aina specials. 
We need every dollar to exchange hands as many times as possible before leaving the 
islands. Also to our bene-fit, we have a military presence which will bring in more Federal 
dollars. Hopefully, if done right, we can minimize the impacts of the shutdown until we 
can safely open up our tourist industry. I believe that City spending will need to focus on 
getting back to the basics first.

Dave Watase

Calvin Say

Phil Lee
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Jacob Aki
Years Lived in district:  25

current Position/occuPation:  
Chief of Staff to Senate 
Majority Leader J. Kalani 
English

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A 

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Member of Kalihi Palama 
Neighborhood Board; President 
of Hale O Na Alii O Hawaii; 
Member of State Central 
Committee of the Democratic 
Party of Hawaii; Vice President 
of Oahu Council of the 
Association of Hawaiian Civic 
Clubs

Radiant Cordero
Years Lived in district:  22

current Position/occuPation:  
Chief of Staff to Office 
of Councilmember Joey 
Manahan; on hiatus as 
assistant editor for Fil-Am 
Courier & as radio host for the 
Courier’s The Pilipinx Collective 
on KNDI Radio 1270 AM

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Currently serving on Epilepsy 
Foundation of Hawai‘i
Board of Directors; Secretary of 
Farrington High School, School 
Community Council; member 
of numerous Kalihi & Salt Lake 
Neighborhood Security Watch/
Citizen Patrol Groups; volunteer 
with KaBATAan:  Filipino for 
Kids Hawai‘i and the Hawai‘i 
Bicycling League

Ryan Mandado
Years Lived in district:  27

current Position/occuPation:  
Chief Academic Officer

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  
Neighborhood Board Elections

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Chairman of Kalihi-Palama 
Neighborhood Board (2014-
2018); Board Member - Liliha/
Alewa Heights Neighborhood 
Board (2018-present); Chairman 
- District 29 of Democratic Party 
of Hawaii; HSTA Government 
Relations Committee; HGEA 
member

DISTRICT 7 - Kalihi, lwilei, Kalihi Kai, Mapunapuna, Salt Lake, Aliamanu, Hickam, Foster Village, 
Ford Island, and Sand Island

CANDIDATE PROFILES - DISTRICT 7
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We all need the Department of Planning and Permitting to speed up their processes 
with permits that will positively affect more housing projects and units to be made 
available. This can be done through ridding of the linear checklist system work to-
ward an antiquated unified system for applications for permits, so all divisions will 
receive the same information once a permit or development plan is submitted. Policy 
requests have been made year-after-year, budget-after-budget, to look for streamlin-
ing the permitting processes and there are unified programs or systems that are al-
ready utilized by other municipalities that we can learn from as well as implement for 
Honolulu in a timely manner.Radiant Cordero

I believe that transit-oriented development (TOD) is a great opportunity to help 
increase the supply of housing on Oahu. However, it’s critical that policies be enacted 
to ensure that any proposed housing units along the rail corridor be at a price point 
that is truly affordable for local families. 

In order to do that, we need to address the impediments to housing production, which 
includes a lack of reasonably priced land suited for development, high development 
costs, community opposition, and environmental issues. 

The Department of Planning and Permitting’s (DPP) long and excruciating building 
permit process is also a major impediment that adds to the overall housing costs. 
To remedy some of the long-standing operational issues within DPP, I believe that 
the department needs to evaluate the overall permit application process; consider 
fully implementing and enforcing electronic plan submission and plan reviews; and 
strongly enforce current administrative rules and internal procedures/policies. 

Jacob Aki

Several factors including zoning and permitting, limited land and infrastructure, and population growth contribute to 
Oahu’s housing shortage and exacerbate the housing crisis for both renters and owners. Furthermore, long building 
permit processes and counterproductive regulations add to housing costs, which contributes to homeownership 
being out of reach for many local families due to the cost of construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY
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With any development opportunity, I think there needs to be thorough and accountable 
development that is responsible, environmentally friendly, and culturally sound. I’m 
also about innovative solutions that will streamline processes to ensure workers in the 
City feel equipped to complete tasks. 

1. DPP admin needs to revamp their professional development of their employees 
and think about innovation solutions to streamline efforts for development. We 
need to come together to think about what is needed versus what we want to 
make systems more efficient and productive for all people. 

2. Workers need high-quality professional development. We must invest in the workers 
in the CIty and ensure they are equipped to perform their duties. Ethnographic 
interviews from workers are vital to get a sense of what they need support in to 
perform at high capacity. 

3. Modernizing and streamlining permits is important. We need to come up a way for 
permits to be processed quicker and ensure everything is needed to move forward. 
We need to look at computerized systems that can make it more efficient. 

Ryan Mandado

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D
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Many people I know cannot afford to purchase a home. I’m a renter myself and I need 
more guidance in terms of buying a home that will be feasible for me. As a teacher, 
I think it’s important that we start young. By partnering up with City programming 
and community resources, we can enter high schools and start talking about the 
importance of financial literacy in schools. With the partnership of Realtors and 
other housing professionals, we can come together to think about what is needed in 
Hawaii’s public schools to start to address home buying and making their purchases 
sustainable post-college.

The City currently plays a role in supporting first-time home buyers with the opportunity 
to purchase affordable homes. Both in my role in city government and someone who 
has grown up in real estate with my parents company, Pacific Century Realty, as well 
as passing pre-licensing classes to better understand the relationships of the market, I 
have recognized the potential in the City’s affordable housing. Its rules require certain 
multi-unit housing developments to sell 30% of its units to those who do not currently 
own property or haven’t owned property in Hawaii the past three years. It also offers the 
Down Payment Loan Program that provides no interest loans of up to $40,000 to quali-
fying low- and moderate-income individuals/families (who do not own a residential 
property) to be used as a down payment towards the purchase of a home. Additionally, 
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) zoning will increase Oahu’s affordable housing in-
ventory by providing incentives for developers to construct affordable housing around 
transit stations.

As previously stated, the City can have a major role in supporting the creation of 
affordable housing by helping to address the impediments to housing production, 
which includes a lack of reasonably priced land suited for development, high 
development costs, community opposition, government regulations (issues with 
DPP), and environmental issues. 

I believe the City can also take a more active role in helping to address some of the 
high development costs, specifically in regard to the lack of reasonably priced land 
suited for development and installation of infrastructure. Land acquisition makes up a 
large percentage of the total project cost for developers. By giving the private sector 
access to public lands, it can help reduce the upfront costs of acquiring land to make 
the development of affordable housing more financially feasible. 

Similar to what was being proposed in the State Omnibus Housing Bill (SB 3104), 
the City should also explore various funding options to help with the installation 
of needed infrastructure (which is also a major cost) on lands being developed for 
affordable housing projects.

Even if the supply of housing increases, affordability continues to be one of the greatest barriers to homeownership 
for middle income as well as low income families. 

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Radiant Cordero

Jacob Aki

Ryan Mandado
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We already have a housing crisis and the many illegal vacation rentals are not being 
held accountable. I think we need to be innovative in creating more partnerships with 
people who want to start vacation rentals and how they can benefit the community. 
The City can pay these people when natural disasters arise to use their vacant properties 
to house houseless individuals for temporary shelters. The community would support 
this effort and create business partnerships with vacation rentals and investments in 
City practices. Overall, I think we need to come up with solutions to address business 
owners and their role in helping the city solve some of its most pressing issues.

We need to protect and save our residential properties for local residents first. With the 
passage of Bill 89 (2018), I believe that the foundation has been placed, and that is the 
best launching pad to start to regulate and limit B&Bs in non-resort areas and the hosted 
platforms, as well as prohibiting Transient Vacation Units in non-resort areas and short-
term rentals in particular zones. With so many of our local residents needing homes 
or remaining sheltered, Bill 89 (2018) was vitally important to adopt to allow increase 
units/rooms/homes available for our neighbors. As October 2020 nears, I look forward 
to working with council staff and stakeholders in keeping a close watch on the progress 
the Ordinance will have in issuance of permits for B&Bs.

I believe that the City’s recent effort to pass balanced and meaningful legislation (Bill 
89) to address Bed & Breakfast and whole home rentals is a great step in the right 
direction. Bill 89 was also a great effort by the City Council to find common ground 
with stakeholders on both sides of the issue. 

The only change that I would have proposed was a postponement of the 
implementation date of the bill to allow owners (and visitors) the opportunity to 
adjust to the new policy.

The issue of vacation rentals has been a battle of private property rights of homeowners wishing to rent out their 
entire home and the quality of life of neighbors whose communities have been impacted by visitors. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & Break-
fast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS

Radiant Cordero

Jacob Aki

Ryan Mandado
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REAL PROPERTY TAX

The Real Property Tax Advisory Commission provides Council Members and the administration with a comprehensive 
review and analysis of property tax proposals that may be politically unpopular and are sometimes ignored.        

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

I would support the Real Property Tax Advisory Commission’s recommendation of 
providing “property tax abatement for redevelopment of low-income areas.” 

With various TOD projects being proposed along the eight rail stations in Council 
District VII, this type of tax incentive would not only reduce the amount of taxes 
owed by the landowner for a 15-year period, but it would also create an incentive to 
encourage the construction and/or rehabilitation of buildings for various community 
use, including affordable housing.

While this type of real property tax strategy would have an impact on City property 
tax revenue, I believe that the economic and social benefits of this recommendation 
warrants serious discussion and consideration. 

I would be open to start the conversation and look at the cost-effects of an “economic 
development” property tax abatement within designated 2011-15 LIC Census Tracts in 
Honolulu to stimulate job creation and revitalization of low-income areas throughout 
Honolulu. I would seek that the maximum amount of years be 10 years. A proposal that 
I would oppose but would be open to looking into after our city’s economic recovery 
– is the recommendation by the 2019 Commission to adopt property tax exemptions 
to promote construction of ADUs in Honolulu. Without factoring property taxes, Ordi-
nance 16-19 by the Honolulu City Council already waives wastewater facility charges, 
grading, plan review, and building permit fees for ADUs.

I support increasing property taxes on second million dollar homes purchased by 
foreign investors. This will be a great revenue source that will help communities across 
Honolulu.

Radiant Cordero

Jacob Aki

Ryan Mandado
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
The City Council reviews the Mayor’s proposed budget and must balance the budget with a combination of revenue 
generating and cost cutting strategies.

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

Given the current financial situation due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the City should 
continue looking at vacant positions in all city departments to determine if they are 
needed; if not, those positions should be cut. The City should also consider reducing 
expenditures across the board (except for first responders) over the next few fiscal 
years. 

More importantly, the City should work with the State Legislature to determine if there 
are alternative revenue streams that can be considered to help make up for loss of 
monies due to the COVID-19 shut down (e.g., legalization of marijuana). 

We need to be open to all possibilities that will help the City pass a balanced budget 
while also maintaining the consistent flow of revenues. 

Our city government provides core services that residents and visitors alike rely on that 
are key to the public health, safety, and welfare for the population as a whole. The budget 
passed by the city council a week ago cut more than $130 million from the proposed bud-
get. Those adopted cuts were the best opportunities to reduce costs without furloughs 
or cutting positions, such as the provision of vacant positions and pre-COVID proposed 
salary raises. To increase revenues in this time of recovery would hurt local residents. With 
that, the city will need to work with the state legislature to incorporate fees to travelers 
(may need to discuss if per passenger or per visitor) to the state as well as to the four 
counties. In addition to that, a proposal would be to increase taxes on investment prop-
erties. If reduction of city essential services is not an option, the city must borrow money 
through bonds to function in its full capacity.

We need to invest in agriculture and public health. It’s clear these are two important 
things we need to address as a city when times get tough. We can diversify our economy 
through these practices and increase revenue for more programs. We need to invest in 
sustainable development, especially in low-income communities, and reduce costs that 
criminalize houseless individuals.

Radiant Cordero

Jacob Aki

Ryan Mandado
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Will Espero
Years Lived in district:  31

current Position/occuPation:  Retired from Hawaii 
Legislature since 2018

Previous PubLic offices/aPPointments HeLd:  
City & County of Hononolulu Neighborhood 
Commission (8 years)

current & Previous communitY, civic or PoLiticaL 
invoLvement:  Ewa Neighborhood Board, Chair; 
Oahu Filipino Jaycees, President; Ewa Beach Lions 
Club; Ewa Beach Boys & Girls Club; Ewa by Gentry 
Community Association; Friends of Ewa Beach 
Library; 
Friends of Hawaii State Art Museum; African-
American Diversity Cultural Center of Hawaii; West 
Oahu Economic Development Association; AYSO 
soccer coach; Little League Baseball assistant 
coach

Earl Tsuneyoshi
Years Lived in district:  6

current Position/occuPation:  Realtor/ Small 
Business Owner - Residential Redevelopment;  
Hawaii Army National Guard

Previous PubLic offices/aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, civic or PoLiticaL 
invoLvement:  Hawaii Army National Guard Joint 
Task Force for Domestic Operations to include 
COVID-19 Response, Hurricanes Lane/Olivia, Lava 
Response

    

DISTRICT 9 - Waikele, Village Park, Royal Kunia, Mililani Town, West Loch, Iroquois Point, and 
portions of Ewa Villages and Ewa Beach

CANDIDATE PROFILES - DISTRICT 9
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The primary solution to increase the supply of housing is to relook at the master plans 
for the various areas and clearly identify where housing will be permitted to be built. 
Specific areas should be identified for truly affordable housing and rental areas that the 
working class can afford. Areas that are identified as affordable need to remain afford-
able with no time caps. Additionally, there should be time requirements to live on the 
island to be qualified for these areas to ensure that we are addressing the shortage of 
our local families and to aid in our local families ability to remain here. 

Bottomline is that the DPP processes have to be streamlined and relooked at. The pro-
cess is complicated and has never really changed regardless of the recent highlights to 
the process by the City & County. We have to bring the stakeholders and experts to the 
table and determine where we can improve these processes. It will take some effort, but 
is required to make the processes more user friendly. 

We should continue to streamline the approval process to build homes. I will review 
the processing and see where we can improve things.

I want to focus on TOD stations and high density housing. I also want to look into 
dormitory-style housing for adults. 

Ohana housing or housing extensions on existing lots should also be encouraged. 

Providing state or county lands to non-profits for affordable rentals is another option.

Several factors including zoning and permitting, limited land and infrastructure, and population growth contribute to 
Oahu’s housing shortage and exacerbate the housing crisis for both renters and owners. Furthermore, long building 
permit processes and counterproductive regulations add to housing costs, which contributes to homeownership 
being out of reach for many local families due to the cost of construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Earl Tsuneyoshi

Will Espero
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- Reference response previous [Housing Availability].

For first-time homebuyers, low interest loan programs for down payments could be 
provided. Low interest loans for mortgages would also be helpful. 

I would also like the City to work with DHHL to get more Native Hawaiians on their 
land.

Even if the supply of housing increases, affordability continues to be one of the greatest barriers to homeownership 
for middle income as well as low income families. 

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Earl Tsuneyoshi

Will Espero
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I believe that this issue needs to be relooked at. The premise of the argument for this 
change was based on the housing shortage/affordability of homes and that the home-
owners operating vacation rentals were not paying the applicable taxes/fees. The major-
ity of the homes being utilized would not be considered affordable if sold or if rented 
because it wouldn’t be viable for the homeowners to sell or rent the homes at those 
prices. In reality, the additional income allowed many homeowners the ability to afford 
to purchase these properties that were previously out of their budget range and to allow 
others to have the additional income to overcome our high cost of living. Second order 
effects to the economy included the revenue being brought in by the renters of these 
units to our local businesses. However, we would need to ensure that all homeowners/
operators were paying the applicable taxes/fees, which would also bring in additional 
revenue to the city & county.

The City has taken a big step forward to regulate bed and breakfasts. I am against 
whole homes being used like small motels for visitors since these homes are not 
available as long-term rentals for local families. I do support homeowners renting a 
room or rooms with the owner as the host; or renting a cottage in the back yard. We 
should review the current law at the end of the year to see its impact.

The issue of vacation rentals has been a battle of private property rights of homeowners wishing to rent out their 
entire home and the quality of life of neighbors whose communities have been impacted by visitors. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & Break-
fast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS

Earl Tsuneyoshi

Will Espero
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REAL PROPERTY TAX

The Real Property Tax Advisory Commission provides Council Members and the administration with a comprehensive 
review and analysis of property tax proposals that may be politically unpopular and are sometimes ignored.        

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

I could vote to repeal the tax on for-profit childcare facilities. I could also consider 
raising the real property tax on historic homes valued over $1 million. I support higher 
property taxes for out-of-state property owners with homes valued over $1 million.

I support strategies that assist in reducing the tax burden on our Kupuna. Many of our 
Kupuna are on fixed incomes and the additional tax burden has resulted in many of our 
Kupuna to have to either sell or move away from Oahu. We must take care of our Kupuna 
who have given so much to our community.

I also support strategies that assist in facilitating the ability of our local first time and af-
fordable home buyers to purchase and live here by alleviating the burden of our high 
cost of living. This includes the two rate, graduated tax rate and the increase of home 
exemptions for primary homeowners.Earl Tsuneyoshi

Will Espero
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
The City Council reviews the Mayor’s proposed budget and must balance the budget with a combination of revenue 
generating and cost cutting strategies.

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

If I am elected to the City Council, my staff and I will review the proposed budget, 
proposed ex-penses, and projected revenues. Then, we will determine what is the best 
strategy to move forward. Raising property taxes on out-of-state homeowners who 
have homes valued over $1 million or $1.5M is a way to raise revenues. A $5 visitor fee 
could also raise millions of dollars for Oahu when tourism comes back.

The City’s greatest opportunity is to reduce costs by making informed decisions from the 
start. In a budget constrained environment, we need to get the experts and stakehold-
ers into decision making early on to ensure that we’re leveraging lessons learned to do 
things right the first time through informed decision making. The time that we spend on 
the front end will literally pay dividends in the end if we execute efficiently from the start.

Earl Tsuneyoshi

Will Espero
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Keith Amemiya
Years Lived in district:  54

current Position/occuPation:  
Full time candidate

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Hawaii 
High School Athletic 
Association (Executive 
Director); Aloha Stadium 
Authority (Board Member); UH 
Board of Regents (Executive 
Administrator and Secretary); 
Honolulu Police Commission 
(Commissioner); Hawaii State 
Board of Education (Member)

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Downtown Athletic Club 
Hawaii (Board Chair); Hawaii 
Bowl (Executive Committee 
member); Jump Start Breakfast 
Advisory Board (Board 
Member); Shane Victorino 
Foundation (Board Member)

Rick Blangiardi
Years Lived in district:  40+ 

current Position/occuPation:  
Retired General Manager at 
Hawaii News Now

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Extensive community service 
and non-profit experience

Duke Bourgoin
Years Lived in district:  20+

current Position/occuPation:  
Consulting Office of Duke 
Bourgoin

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Makiki 
Neighborhood Board; SCORE 
Counselor; ELAN Counselor

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Realty Office of David L 
Bourgoin, Law Office of David L 
Bourgoin, etc.

    

HONOLULU MAYOR
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John Carroll
Years Lived in district:  At least 
a half century, off and on

current Position/occuPation:  
Retired

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Four terms 
in State House; one term in 
State Senate

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Chairman of Hawaii Republican 
Party (1980-1982); 60 years 
of active advocacy for 
conservative issues

Ernest Caravalho
Years Lived in district:  6

current Position/occuPation:  
Senior CS Aloha Care/Health 
Care

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Vice Chair 
NB13/Chair House District 29

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
2nd Vice President Lions Club/
Chinatown Business Association

Karl Dicks
Years Lived in district:  31

current Position/occuPation:  
Manager

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  None

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Volunteer Salix Fire 
Department/ EMT-A, Firefighter 
1, Officer; City Council  

HONOLULU MAYOR - CONT’D
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Colleen Hanabusa
Years Lived in district:  Life

current Position/occuPation:  
Attorney/Self Employed

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Hawaii 
State Senate, Senate President, 
US Congress

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  

Mufi Hannemann
Years Lived in district:  Life, 
except for college, New 
Zealand fellowship, two stints 
in Washington, D.C. (~7 years 
total)

current Position/occuPation:  
President & CEO, Hawai‘i 
Lodging & Tourism Association

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Former 
Mayor of Honolulu; City 
Councilmember/Council Chair; 
Director, Hawai‘i Department 
of Business, Economic 
Development & Tourism;  
Director, Hawai‘i Office of 
International Relations

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Founder-Chair, Fund for the 
Pacific Century and Pacific 
Century Fellows; Board of 
Directors, University of Hawai‘i 
School of Travel Industry 
Management

Choon James
Years Lived in district:  40+

current Position/occuPation:  
Real Estate Broker

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  

Defend Oahu Coalition - Keep 
The Country Country; BYU-
Hawaii Alumni Association; Laie 
Point Community Association; 
Laie Community Association; 
Member, Honolulu Board of 
REALTORS®/HAR/NAR; BYU-H 
Faculty Affordable Housing 
Committee; Kuilima/North 
Shore Strategic Planning 
Committee; Hawaii Thousand 
Friends; Ko’olauloa Sustainable 
Communities Advisory 
Planning Committee; Amnesty 
International; Friends of 
South Pass City; Relief Society 
Women’s Organization; 
Founding Member, Save Oahu 
Farmlands Alliance; Sierra Club; 
Producer, Olelo Community 
Media; Merit Badge Counselor, 
Aloha Council BSA

HONOLULU MAYOR - CONT’D
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Audrey Kessing
Years Lived in district:  30+

current Position/occuPation:  
Real Estate Agent

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  N/A

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Academic observer at UN. 
UNPFII. 4th World Conference 
on Women, President of 
National Organization for 
Women in Hawaii. Public 
Affairs and Aerospace Educator 
for Civil Air Patrol. Women 
in Aviation, 99’s, Campaign 
Candidate for State House of 
Representatives District 19 
1996, Campaigned for Obama, 
Precinct Captain, Door to Door 
canvasing for Ed Case, Coalition 
Against Nukes, Co-founder, 
Restoration Advisory Board, 
Private Political Consultant 
various campaigns, Vice 
President of Hawaii Dance 
Council, Nominated 6th Grade 
Honors Council Lafayette 
Elementary School, Washington 
DC

Kym Pine
Years Lived in district:  43

current Position/occuPation:  
Honolulu City Council Member 
District 1

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  Member, 
House of Representatives for 
the 43rd District (2004-2012)

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Honolulu City Council Member; 
Board Member, US VETS; Lector, 
OLPH Catholic Church

William (Bud) Stonebraker
Years Lived in district:  48

current Position/occuPation:  
Pastor/Farmer

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  State House 
(2000-2006)

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Community Action in 
Waimanalo

HONOLULU MAYOR - CONT’D
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Ho Yin (Jason) Wong
Years Lived in district:  11+

current Position/occuPation:  
REALTOR-Broker

Previous PubLic offices/
aPPointments HeLd:  No public 
office appointment. All private 
sectors.

current & Previous communitY, 
civic or PoLiticaL invoLvement:  
Not affiliated with any political 
group, party, special interest 
group nor union.
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My team and I will spend 60 days to re-evaluate the DPP in 2021, and analyze the de-
partment ourselves to address its problems, with these solutions in mind:

1. Prioritize timeliness through streamlining and oversight. Hurdles such as the pre-
screening process, which can delay a review for months, must be either expedited 
through automation, or eliminated altogether. Importantly, the lack of oversight 
and accountability within DPP must be addressed so existing administrative guide-
lines, which serve to prevent inefficient and redundant practices, are followed.

2. Modernize permitting. As a committee member for Oahu’s Resiliency Strategy, I 
supported recommendations to accelerate permitting through innovation. Self-
service permitting, third party reviews, and automated processes should be ex-
panded on. We must systematically review our permitting requirements and 
codes to modernize them and eliminate redundancies.

3. Develop DPP’s workforce. DPP workers should feel supported and confident to 
perform their duties efficiently. Emphasizing efficient practices and boosting mo-
rale through career development should be a priority for the City in light of the 
high vacancies and high staff turnover at DPP.

 

Increasing affordable housing for all O’ahu residents is one of my top priorities. My 
Housing for All Plan focuses on specific actions to address the need for additional 
housing, including:
• Build homes for communities that need them most—opening more city lands 

for affordable housing, encouraging new housing and community types, and 
proactively reaching out to ensure community’s needs are met.

• Incentivize the private sector to build homes for residents in the urban core—
building infrastructure, reducing affordable housing costs, and rezoning land 
within the urban core.

• Get permits out faster—bringing together the understaffed employees of DPP 
with builders to make progress on backlogs and change the culture to one focused 
on being a partner for the needs of Honolulu. Solutions include utilizing technology 
to become more efficient, hiring additional staff, prioritizing affordable permit 
reviews, and bolstering inspectors and penalties to ensure compliance. 

Keith Amemiya

Several factors including zoning and permitting, limited land and infrastructure, and population growth contribute to 
Oahu’s housing shortage and exacerbate the housing crisis for both renters and owners. Furthermore, long building 
permit processes and counterproductive regulations add to housing costs, which contributes to homeownership 
being out of reach for many local families due to the cost of construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY

Rick Blangiardi
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Caveated by reports of an exodus of as many as 25,000 residents because of the 
economic impact of COVID-19, the obvious need is to expedite affordable housing. 
We need stringent regulations on off-island purchases of units for speculation rather 
than residency. “Sweetheart” deals made between developers, city officials, and the 
council sent money into the general fund in lieu of builders meeting requirements for 
affordable units.  This practice must stop and all planning guidelines must be enforced. 
As mayor, I will veto council attempts to circumvent those guidelines.

Many do not want to turn Honolulu into another Hong Kong but offer no answers 
for making housing affordable to buy or to rent. The tax base shrinks as more people 
move to affordable mainland locations. DPP must “streamline” its processes and 
remove some restrictions to enable approval for building up rather than out to keep 
our people at home. Distinct areas would be designated for high-rise affordable 
clusters near jobs that have minimal visual impact, are governed by strict guidelines, 
and will remain affordable in perpetuity.

Policy solutions for increasing supply of housing could be creating certain districts on 
Oahu with different building codes and approval process to allow differentiation of 
housing quality and consideration for lowering costs to the non-rich. Hawaiian Land 
Construction and control on Oahu could be decentralized with Hawaiian manage-
ment with standards determined by the situation and by Hawaiians. Department of 
Planning and Permitting could have a commu-nity oversight board with control over 
timing of decisions for construction. The record file of all applications and processing 
could be zoomed and entered into a public file for control and ef-ficiency to the gov-
ernment, the applicant, and the citizen community.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D

Duke Bourgoin

John Carroll

Ernest Caravalho

We would re-zone from Kaimuki to Aiea as a High-Rise area. Building vertical instead 
of horizontal will give us more units then building single family homes on these 
lots. We also need to work with the private sector, giving them the tools they need 
to build affordable housing in changing our policy to favor affordable housing over 
high end or lower income housing. We need to make sure that the time from start to 
finish is cut in half by cutting the bureaucracy.

As for the planning and permitting, it must be cut down drastically. We must make 
permits ready within the first 30 days or less. A big reason for the cost of housing is 
our bureaucracy is chocking us up by delaying permitting.
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Honolulu has a tremendous opportunity to increase supply and create a change in 
lifestyle with the construction of transient oriented development (TOD). While the 
mass transportation solution is important, we must use the opportunity to build living 
units and address the lifestyle of future generations. While it is doubtful we will have 
another 11,000 unit development like Hoopili, we can have a large increase in the 
supply of housing due to TODs. The City must also do more to encourage ADU and 
Workforce Housing. 

As to permitting, we must look to the City Auditors Report on Department of Planning 
and Permitting (DPP). Despite the intent to have the permit process expedited by 
categories, examiners have spent too much time with single applications. DPP’s lax 
controls allowed private companies to monopolize the time. The building permit 
process continues to be an issue in every recent Mayor’s administration because there 
needs to be a cultural change at DPP, which must then be enforced from the top-
down, along with a systematic review of the internal processes.  

Department of Planning and Permitting needs complete redo.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D

Karl Dicks

Rail will catalyze the construction of housing along its route, combined with 
commercial-industrial opportunities. The state has housing in plans for Aloha Stadium 
and Kalihi, the Navy is developing its Pearl Harbor land, the public housing authority 
projects building 10,000 rental units, and Kaka‘ako-Ala Moana development will 
continue, all because of rail.

We need to make sure the proper leadership directs the Department of Planning and 
Permitting so systemic changes can be made to improve permitting. Providing staff 
with support from the administration is key. DPP must adopt technology to improve 
efficiency. As mayor, we implemented online permitting and online appointments 
to eliminate long lines at the permit centers. Unfortunately, this has gone through 
changes and become the source of frustration, so it must be overhauled. We must 
ensure every requirement being asked by the City has a legitimate reason and is 
adding value to the mission. These changes will be the starting point for what will be 
a shift away from the City being a burdensome “gatekeeper” for housing construction.

Colleen Hanabusa

Mufi Hannemann
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The Office of Budget and Permitting doesn’t meet their goals efficiently. I’ll require 
they do so, bring everyone together and find out why. Reality for renters needing 
subsidies, the budget was 150k for HUD housing (2020). Increase it by a million to 
many millions. It’s Federal money for low income and disabled people. I’ll make low-
income housing a priority and create a City Department of Health to help Chief Ballard 
address homelessness. She thinks she needs more MSW’s but she needs MPH’s like 
me in community health development. I’d give tax breaks to people who plant [fruit] 
trees. I’m interested in tiny homes and land for communities with smaller homes. I 
want developers to pay to upgrade sewers and use solar panels. I want everyone to 
be able to grow a garden and have egg laying chickens and a couple roosters. I’ll limit 
commercial zoning where there is only a one-lane highway in and out. I will keep the 
country, country, and maybe get rid of a few skyscrapers in preparation for sea level 
rise.

As Mayor, I will work to increase the inventory for affordable rentals through private 
purchase of suitable properties or development on city-owned land or through 
Affordable Housing Requirement (AHR) with other projects. This will help take the 
homeless off the street and also provide housing for some residents. Other affordable 
housing along transit centers and appropriate areas must also be negotiated. 

Yes, the good personnel at Department of Planning and Permitting needs further 
support. There is a shortage of staff. There should be dedicated staff to assist local 
residents with smaller projects approval rather than having to compete with big scale 
projects. As Mayor, I would encourage more online communications with the assigned 
staff, if needed. PDF files of plans could be filed and circulated amongst the various 
agencies for approval.

In my 34 years of real estate, I have had experiences with DPP. I have built our own 
homes and also engaged with other projects. I will also meet with DPP to hear their 
ideas and suggestions to improve. 

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D

Chair of the Zoning and Planning Committee, I helped to pass legislation that resulted 
in over 4,000 housing units. We did this through public private partnerships, transit 
oriented development projects, a groundbreaking affordable housing bill, the 
affordable apartments housing bill 7 and 201H projects. 

I led an investigation into DPP’s permitting system, which revealed flaws in permit 
approvals. I added more staff in DPP’s budget, which will allow a change to a quicker 
permit approval process and more housing units. We reinstituted courtesy inspections 
to allow construction to occur faster. DPP’s IT system needs to be upgraded and online 
to reduce redundancy. Customer service needs improvement. DPP must create a 
linear process for plan checking with improved intra-departmental communications 
and limit the time plans are in each stage of plan check before receiving corrections 
or approvals. Most importantly, DPP must allow plans that are stamped by licensed 
professionals who know building code to get swift permit approvals. Permits can be 
approved in four weeks.

Choon James

Audrey Keesing

Kym Pine
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Public housing development is expensive, and takes too long to conceive with 
limited units; there are vacant dwellings that stay empty for years. Jason Wong 
believes that a rent reduction & stabilization program will achieve a win/win for 
both landlords and tenants. This program will achieve multiple positive outcomes: 

1. Tenants pay less than market rate rental;
2. Landlords pay lower property tax on investment property subject to verification 

by outsourced, independent, certified inspectors (small business operators);
3. Best use of vacant properties by increasing supply of rental units at affordable 

rates;
4. Relatively short time to deploy this program in contrast to public housing 

development project which takes years.

Building and permit department front line personnel will be subject to 7 days work 
shifts. In-take appointment may be conducted through virtual meeting. Cross-
training departmental city workers will allow administration to re-assign manpower 
to address peak demand of any particular civic service to the public. 

The DPP needs a complete renovation. The permitting department has long been 
considered a bureaucratic maze in which only attorneys and professionals can navigate. 
We will streamline the permitting process and make it easy and quick for people to get 
permits. We will also offer a compliance program where homeowners can get all their 
back permits for nonconforming units with assistance from the department. It will 
cost a fair amount but will allow homeowners to come into full compliance without 
the threat of penalty. We will simultaneously turn up enforcement to encourage this 
compliance program. Through the zoning department we can also free up available 
land for new home construction.

Q.  What policy solution(s) would you propose to increase supply of housing on Oahu? Additionally, what policy 
changes at the Department of Planning and Permitting would you recommend to speed up construction of housing?

HOUSING AVAILABILITY - CONT’D

William (Bud) 
Stonebraker

Ho Yin (Jason) Wong
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Many of the laws pertaining to housing and construction are good if you have the 
money, but low income housing could have lower standards due to cost factors re-
lated to income and ca-pability to afford perfect housing. Better to have housing at 
low cost for low income families, then price them out of the market. Create a City bond 
fund open to public and private financ-ing to accumulate capital for loans to first time 
homebuyers.

While there is no silver bullet to the problem of affordability and affordable housing, 
I believe that through the development of affordable rentals, the Mayor’s office can 
make a very positive impact for first-time homebuyers. They are a lacking feature of 
our island’s urban landscape. 

Through an increase in affordable rentals, our younger generations can have a place 
of their own to stay in as they develop their careers, and eventually build a financial 
foundation to potentially purchase their first home one day. These affordable rentals 
can also provide more flexibility to middle- and low-income families who need a place 
to live, but who may not have the means to commit to a home at the moment. By 
encouraging the development of affordable alternative housing options like afford-
able rentals, the City can relieve pressure on our housing market, and also provide the 
housing flexibility that our families need to keep up a high standard of living.

1. Reduce costs by building infrastructure to support affordable housing. This includes 
investing in the sewer, water, utility, sidewalks, and road infrastructure along the 
rail line so private developers can build affordable housing units. These costs are 
usually passed on to the buyers, so by alleviating this cost, the price of homes will 
decrease.

2. Substantially reduce or waive water, sewer, park, and other fees for those developing 
affordable housing projects.

3. Encourage new types of housings. This includes supporting efforts to build 
communal housing that could address the needs and lifestyles of kūpuna, 
millennials, and low-income individuals. A development like Kahauiki Village is an 
example that built not just housing, but communities as well. 

4. Use City Lands for Affordable Rentals. The city can take more responsibility for 
developing housing by utilizing the resources we have, such as city land and 
leveraging federal, state, and private partnerships, to build new rentals for lower 
income individuals and our kūpuna. This includes supporting projects like Kapolei 
Parkway and ‘Aiea Sugar Mill Senior Housing.

Even if the supply of housing increases, affordability continues to be one of the greatest barriers to homeownership 
for middle income as well as low income families. 

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY

Keith Amemiya

Rick Blangiardi

Duke Bourgoin
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The city is responsible for the creation of affordable housing for everyone on O’ahu. We 
must introduce policy that will make it easier for our developers to develop affordable 
housing from start to end. We must ensure that our developers are not being hindered 
by policy that makes it impossible to build affordable housing. We must as a city look 
at how the military makes it affordable for first time home buyers to buy a home and 
replicate that throughout our city. As a veteran, I like how the military has taken the 
lead in the buying of a home for first time home builders.

We must negate the practice of making sub-prime loans to applicants lacking ability to 
make payments on time, the prime instigator for the recession a decade ago. The city’s 
Office of Housing must be involved in vetting every applicant for a loan while assisting 
those qualified to realize home ownership. The City Council must enact regulations 
to fine and even terminate the businesses of realtors and bankers wanting to place 
fiscally unqualified buyers “on the hook” for loans they cannot maintain.  

As mayor, I will advocate a two-tiered policy for raising the minimum wage, with 
employers given discretion to conduct in-depth interviews of prospective employees 
to determine their needs. For example, an untrained single mother may need $15 per 
hour to be able to provide a decent life for her family. That amount is not necessary 
for 16- to 22-year-old students living at home and just looking for expendable income. 
Any disputes can be resolved by the Hawaii Labor Relations Board. Finally, island 
developers must produce sufficient micro units suitable for those with limited income.

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY - CONT’D

John Carroll

Ernest Caravalho

Karl Dicks

Clean up corruption and offer real solutions.
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We will continue constructing rail and support transit-oriented development, of which 
affordable housing can be a major component, along the route [see previous answer 
on Housing Availability].

We recognize that a multi-pronged approach will be required to address the housing 
issue. I will support housing policies that help to overcome barriers and reduce 
regulatory burdens placed on projects, including specifically streamlining permitting 
so that all housing projects would be expedited.

My administration would continue to manage federal programs under county control, 
seek to create public-private partnerships, and collaborate with the state government 
to develop other housing projects, as funding permits. Even looking at developing a 
program to assist first-time buyers with securing or guaranteeing the required down 
payment can be examined.

We can also explore using unused City property for housing projects for first-time 
buyers, in partnership with the state and/or private developers.

We’d also support the existing zoned projects for higher density affordable housing by 
looking to accelerate infrastructure projects that support the surrounding area.

If the rail is done with proper planning to support and encourage TOD, this will provide 
for more affordable housing. A true TOD should not just build houses, but it should 
develop a community. We must also understand that “affordability” is not just solely 
about monetary price-tag, but it should also factor in time saved instead of driving 
and spending hours commuting to work. One thing that we have all learned from 
our COVID “sheltering-in-place” time is how it is possible to work from home or from 
satellite locations. If we can incorporate all of these factors into TOD, then this will 
create affordable and desirable housing. 

When living in Washington DC, I bought a condo in newly constructed TOD. For the 
younger generations, many do not want cars, and instead they like ride shares and 
transit. They also prefer minimalist lifestyle.  Government should listen to understand 
that TOD and new housing must be based on the needs and desires of those for whom 
it is being built and how they want to live.

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY - CONT’D

Colleen Hanabusa

Mufi Hannemann
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The city should assist in the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers. 
Housing is not just an affordability issue; it’s also an income issue. I want to promote 
entrepreneurships and other business set-ups.

Where appropriate, land-use ordinances can be amended to help in the building for 
first-time homebuyers. Provide tax incentives. However, to prevent neighbors pitting 
against neighbors, the city must be cognizant of existing land use ordinances and 
rules like the Oahu General Plan that protects residential, conservation, agricultural 
zoning and so forth. We must protect our residential neighborhoods and be cognizant 
of untended consequences.

The city has assisted in some affordable workforce housing. It’s important that these 
units are for true needs and control speculation.

Many residents cannot save due to high costs of living. The city can also increase the 
rental inventory to allow first-time homebuyers to save first. 

The city should offer some safety net. The homeless situation is out of control; it’s not 
good for the houseless and not good for the public and businesses. Affordable rentals 
are needed.

The biggest obstacle to affordability is low inventory, which keeps prices high and 
forms a barrier to young buyers. I helped draft Bills 58 and 59 to provide incentives 
for developers to create affordable housing that extends affordability from 10 to 30 
years. I introduced legislation to amend land use regulations for low-rise apartment 
dwellings and to enable low-cost housing construction. I support utilizing vacant land 
to build housing (where appropriate) to increase inventory. I worked with architects 
and builders who have creative, innovative solutions to create affordable, attractive 
new housing, but they face barriers with plans and permits, which I proposed 
improvements for. In addition, I have created a Kauhale tiny village model with an 
agricultural component that would allow houses to cost as low as $20,000. I believe 
Honolulu can lead the nation in innovative solutions that reflect our unique response 
to this urgent problem.

The City can stop the development of unnecessary buildings. We can focus on housing 
our local families, first. I am not interested in lining my pockets, nor do I owe any favors 
or curry them. I want people who are raised here to be able to afford to live here and 
own a place. The City can prioritize first time home buyers by offering a living wage 
to its employees who make about 50k on average so they are 30k below poverty. Isn’t 
that strange?

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY - CONT’D

Choon James

Audrey Keesing

Kym Pine
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I serve at an emerging public private partnership in Waimanalo called Hui Mahi’ai ‘Aina. 
They have worked with various nonprofits to provide shelter for the homeless and 
I planted the Kalo patch in their garden area. This was spearheaded by a concerned 
resident, Blanche McMillan who opened up her land. Generous donations came in, 
home pod units were erected and many of those on the beach near the highway came 
to live. The only lagging partner is this project in the City and the State. If we had a 
friendly zoning department, we could assist people like Blanche, who are doing good 
for their community. In the mean time we can clean up our beaches and parks and 
provide stability for the poorer residents. 

The City can explore all options for opening new areas for investment and development. 

On Oahu, the cost of living is high. Rental rate is also high. Under my leadership, 
the city will create a nurturing environment for first time home buyers to acquire 
their very first primary residence on Oahu. By reducing property tax, and waiving 
the conveyance tax, for qualified first time home buyers for their primary residence 
will give more Oahu residents an opportunity to own their very first property. The 
property tax exemption can be 2/3/5 years depending on the annual gross income 
and property type. It will encourage and facilitate more of us, especially young families 
and professionals, to realize the American dream of home ownership. Helping to build 
up equity is the best long-term retirement plan.

Q. What role can City government play to support the creation of affordable housing for first-time homebuyers?

$HOUSING AFFORDABILITY - CONT’D

William (Bud) 
Stonebraker

Ho Yin (Jason) Wong
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Honolulu’s legislation concerning B&B and whole home rentals seems responsive and 
fair. Need to study this more as home owners do have rights too as those of the Com-
munity neigh-borhood.  Compromise and fairness to property rights will continue 
to address this issue. A de-centralized program where local districts, and then local 
communities have more say in how their neighborhood should be developed. Thus, 
certain areas of town may want this type of community, while others can reject. All 
compromises should be done in cooperation with the Hotel Industry, as they are af-
fected by this change also.

We have laws on our books that address the problem of illegal vacation rentals in our 
communities. However, there has been the lack of meaningful enforcement on the 
part of the DPP. Whether this is due to under-staffing, malfeasance, or both, we must 
ensure that the permitting and zoning rules the City creates are being enforced. Ulti-
mately, anything we put to law does not actually matter unless it is enforced.

I support prohibiting new vacation rentals on O’ahu. While I appreciate that some local 
families rely upon this income, short-term rentals increase the rents our local families 
have to pay due to the housing shortage and impact the character and quality of life 
in our residential neighborhoods. We have seen so far that Bill 89 is working towards 
that end. Data from earlier this year indicated that the number of residential vacation 
rentals on O’ahu decreased by more than 13% since the City started enforcing Bill 89. 
As units change from short-term to long-term rentals, it means more supply in our 
housing market and increased affordability for Honolulu families.

The issue of vacation rentals has been a battle of private property rights of homeowners wishing to rent out their 
entire home and the quality of life of neighbors whose communities have been impacted by visitors. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS

Keith Amemiya

Rick Blangiardi

Duke Bourgoin
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No, I do not believe the city has truly addressed the whole home rentals and bed and 
breakfast problems in Hawaii. I am against Airbnb’s as I believe they destroy our local 
communities and take away from our beautiful hotels. I believe more harm to our 
communities is done than good. Airbnb’s take jobs from the hotels and the people 
that work in it and they bring visitors who do not spend money in Hawaii as compared 
to visitors who come and spend time in our hotels. 

If they are renting it out in full then where are they staying? Then the question now 
should be, are people renting out their homes as vacation places so they can pay for 
their second home here in Hawaii and where is that money going? If we are to allow 
this, then I believe that a hotel tax must be added and that the people involved must 
have a hotel license. My concern is for housing for our people and not the gentrification 
of neighborhoods.

City Ordinance 19-18 has produced some improvement, but many complaints are 
still heard from residents unhappy with the negative impact on their neighborhoods. 
Strict enforcement is the key toward providing a needed balance between quality of 
life and private property rights. To begin with, my administration will closely examine 
the number of Non-conforming Use Certificates to ensure their validity and limit their 
number because the “un-hosted” rentals have apparently created the most concerns of 
residents. I also will aggressively pursue regulation of hosting platforms (e.g., Airbnb, 
Expedia, HomeAway) and direct “high end” fines for illegal advertising.

The financial enticement for property owners to convert from long- to short-term 
rentals has had negative impacts on residents of those properties. I would use the 
mayor’s “bully pulpit” to urge owners, boards of directors, and property management 
organizations to ensure that covenants or house rules for properties/condominiums 
require a minimum of three months occupancy. The fewer short-term rentals we have 
on O’ahu, the larger the inventory we will have for long-term rentals—especially for 
those with limited incomes.

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS - CONT’D

John Carroll

Ernest Caravalho

Karl Dicks

No. Take politics out of the issue.
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I believe the City’s existing ordinance, approved last summer, provides adequate 
safeguards against the intrusion of illegal, tax-avoiding transient vacation rentals in 
neighborhoods across the island, while allowing these operations in resort-zoned 
areas like Waikiki.

What is necessary now is enforcing the law because property owners continue to flout 
the ordinance, as we are experiencing with the current pandemic crisis.

The proliferation of vacation rentals on Oahu was due to an overdue need for updated 
regulations that were never enforced or kept up with the growing industry. I generally 
supported the passage of Bill 89 as an overdue first step to take back control of this 
problem. It gave Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) more enforcement 
tools and created a new strictly limited system of bed and breakfast (B&B) or home 
sharing with caps on numbers of licenses. But, I had questions whether it struck the 
right balance.

However, COVID-19, the shuttering of Waikiki and the economic fallout changed 
everything. There are still many local families that need this “extra income” to survive. 
As we begin our long road of economic recovery, we need to be open to new ideas 
and approaches that strike a balance between supporting our Oahu tourism in the 
resort areas and helping our local families and our local small businesses. But, we must 
hear from communities on what that looks like. 

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS - CONT’D

I testified at the Bill 85 & 89 Hearings. My suggestion was for DPP to enforce the 
“neighbors from hell” first to mitigate the acrimony and complaints from affected 
neighbors. The city has allowed about 800 legal transient units to balloon to about 
10,000 non-conforming units. An estimated 52% of illegal units are owned by non-
residents. 

I’m concerned that Bill 89 places more financial burdens on our owner-occupied Bed 
& Breakfast operators who now have to pay a higher annual registration fee, TAT taxes, 
and will see their residential property taxes increase to a “resort” tax category. 
Whole home rentals are not allowed, except those grandfathered in. Only owner-
occupant operators are allowed.  

The prevailing sentiment is the city is inefficient and ineffective in enforcement. 
However, COVID-19 has also helped lower the operations by default, through tourist 
quarantine. It will be up to the people to decide if they wish to amend. Due process 
will begin at the legislative City Council. I will be open to all residents’ concerns and 
suggestions.

Colleen Hanabusa

Mufi Hannemann

Choon James
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At the City Council we have taken the first step to pass balanced legislation that limit 
short-term vacation rentals that negatively impacts residential neighborhoods and 
impacts the quality of life for residents while allowing some families to use units on 
their residential property to make additional income. I also supported legislation 
to end Monster Homes, which function as illegal hotels and impact the character 
of the residential neighborhoods and the peaceful enjoyment of their homes. In 
addition, these illegal rentals rob us of TOT taxes. Unfortunately, enforcement is still 
an issue, which has become more serious with visitors arriving who are supposed to 
be in quarantine. More must be done to enforce the restrictions. My addition of DPP 
investigators should assist in this area.

No, the City enforcement is almost nonexistent. They scared people, but no one has 
really suffered from being caught. It’s a 1000 dollar a day fine or 30000 a month, so 
it’s substantial. I would investigate with a team of officials and also give people the 
opportunity to explain why they need to rent out illegally. In COVID-19 times, this falls 
under my City Department of Health plan.

Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS - CONT’D

Audrey Keesing

Kym Pine
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Q. Do you believe the City has been successful in passing balanced and meaningful legislation to address Bed & 
Breakfast and whole home rentals?  If not, what changes would you propose?

TRANSIENT VACATION RENTALS - CONT’D

I believe the City has been cruel toward homeowners who want to rent out a portion of 
their property. Consider the 8000-10,000 TAT licenses active in the state and all those 
jobs they represent. These people lost their jobs when the city cracked down on them. 
People like cleaners, managers, landscapers, maintenance workers, renovation and 
construction teams. Is there a problem with mainland owners carelessly renting to the 
detriment of the neighborhood? Perhaps. But why do we punish the kama’aina who 
are trying to just get by? This will hardly effect hotel occupancy. In fact, around 20% 
of our visitors have indicated that they will simply not stay in hotels. Without rentals 
they will just go elsewhere. My plan is to offer a two year program to allow owners who 
occupy their property to rent short term. We will need all the help we can get to restart 
our economy. Taxes raised from short term renters will help that boost.

William (Bud) 
Stonebraker

Ho Yin (Jason) Wong

1. Single-Family Home Vacation Rentals:
All single-family homeowners are allowed to seek short term vacation permit. This 
application would require the subject property’s owner to acquire 15 adjacent 
neighbor consent and approval. Upon verification by the City, a license would be 
granted. If one of the neighbors whose signature is on the application complained 
about noise or nuisance about the vacation rental unit, the license may be revoked, if 
the reports are validated and not timely resolved. This would shift the best practices 
and monitoring from the city to the local community. This lets each neighborhood to 
choose their own policy, rules and guidelines for vacation rentals.

2. Condo Vacation Rentals:
Residential-zoned (not resort zoned nor timeshares) condo or apartment buildings 
rental term must not be fewer than 3 months consecutively by the same tenant. 
Residential buildings are not designed to handle high traffic, high volume of strangers 
going in and out of a building. This new measure will stop speculation activity from 
over-inflating condo prices by stabilizing price, supply, demand back to healthy level. 
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REAL PROPERTY TAX

The Real Property Tax Advisory Commission provides Council Members and the administration with a comprehensive 
review and analysis of property tax proposals that may be politically unpopular and are sometimes ignored.        

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

I support The Commission’s concern with the City’s valuation process in general and 
the Mar-shall and Swift replacement cost manual in particular, as being used in ap-
praisals for real property improvements. How does the manual operate, its underlying 
assumptions, the data used to arrive at replacement cost information for each proper-
ty type, and the justification for upward valuation adjustments for Hawaii as compared 
to the national replacement cost in-formation should be addressed. Transparency with 
determining City taxes and Citizens rights to know how their RP taxes are determined 
are very important for home ownership and the Real Estate Market in the City.

There were a number of proposals by the Commission that I immediately support, 
such as the separate tax classification for Airbnb’s, which need to pay their fair share in 
taxes. Some other proposals would be supporting tax abatement policies for the rede-
velopment of low-income neighborhoods, and adjusting the Homeowner Exemption 
rate adjustments to reflect an inflation index. 

There are others that deserve some attention and should be expanded on and refined. 
For instance, the commission recommended that credit union property tax exemp-
tions be removed. I support this, but not all credit unions are created equal. CDFI’s are 
accredited by the federal government and provide important financial services to our 
most vulnerable communities.

However, the biggest takeaway that I have found from the Commission’s report was 
not in the policy recommendations, but rather the report’s background section, high-
lighting the lack of transparency and cooperation the committee has experienced 
with the City. Above all, I want to make sure the City is supporting the work of this 
Commission and is as transparent as possible.

The real property tax assessment is vital to ensuring revenue for city public services. 
Any changes, up or down, must be carefully considered due to the fiscal impacts 
on our people and government. In general, I support tax strategies that provide tax 
relief to affordable housing, owner-occupant dwellings, first-time home owners, and 
accessory dwelling units. I would be interested in considering taxes for non-resident 
property owners who occupy their properties less than 9 months out of the year as 
well as increasing taxes for REITs and out of state and foreign investors.

Keith Amemiya

Rick Blangiardi

Duke Bourgoin
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REAL PROPERTY TAX - CONT’D

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

I would support higher taxes for owners of resorts and hotels and for higher end 
homes. I will also support a higher tax on mainlanders and foreign investors who buy 
in Hawaii and do not live here. 

I believe that owners of resorts and hotels should pay more as the profits they make 
are not being kept in Hawaii and thus we must find a way to be able to make sure 
Honolulu gets it fair share. Also, anyone not living here that owns property in Honolulu 
should pay a higher tax as they are profiting by renting out their properties mostly to 
vacationers in which case the money is flowing out of Honolulu. We need to be able to 
keep money in Honolulu instead of it flowing out, giving us no means to pay for other 
services for our people.

I will not agree to taxing our homeowners who are from here and are just trying to live 
in their own homeland. They are already overtaxed.

I support the current real property tax strategies including the increase on B&Bs and 
resort properties. With the two residential classes making up 78 percent of the $275+ 
billion in gross valuation of the 12 classes of land use, however, homeowners are the 
city’s key source of revenue. Honolulu County collects the highest property tax in 
Hawaii, levying an average of $1,549.00. I oppose new taxes and find the Residential-A 
$1 million plus rate of 10.50 percent unacceptable because of high home prices on 
the island.

The current “softening” of the real estate market will pass and prices will start another 
climb. Long-time resident families who have owned a second property for years never 
envisioned an assessment above $1 million. If that assessment materializes, it may be 
beyond their means to pay and they will have to sell.  Instead, I would amend the rate 
schedule to “freeze” assessments of any second home held for five years or more. Once 
the property is placed for sale, a new assessment can be made based on market value.

John Carroll

Ernest Caravalho

Karl Dicks

Need to look at whole new system.
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REAL PROPERTY TAX - CONT’D

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

A number of the commission’s recommendations appear to promote more fairness and 
openness in our real property system, and thus seem worthy of favorable consideration. 
As a homeowner, the proposals to increase transparency in the valuation assessment, 
and to offer an income method for certain property types, seem reasonable. I would 
also support a higher rate for transient vacation rentals.

However, having served on the City Council, and later as mayor, I can attest to the 
challenges in making changes to any tax classifications because, over time, each 
classification or incentive has generated its share of supporters. The real test will come 
when the proposals are put into bills for consideration by the City Council, and the 
public has the opportunity to weigh-in. If elected mayor, I would give each measure 
my full consideration once it comes before me, but would have to take into account 
those opinions expressed on specific recommendations.

I also hope the administration leaves some CARES funding that can be applied to 
businesses through real property tax relief or other measures.

There were about 18 different proposals, some of which were not strategies. I believe 
the most important issue was the lack of transparency. The Advisory Commission 
having to issue a FOIA request to the Administration was absurd. This highlighted 
the issue that there is an inability to explain how assessments are arrived at. The 
Commission discussed the “replacement methodology” and the “income approach,” 
but did not have sufficient information. The Commission did not take a position on the 
existing rate of the taxation.  

A proposal which warrants special consideration is whether there should be a tax rate 
between resort and residential for the TVU, the NCU, and the B&B. I generally do not 
support a year-around rental as qualifying as a home residential rate. I am a supporter 
of seawater chilling system and would like to know the cost of such an exemption. The 
Commission was clear that it did not have sufficient time to do a report, which should 
be addressed. I support the recommendation to increase the historic home tax rate to 
$1000.  

Colleen Hanabusa

Mufi Hannemann
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The RPTAC reported in December 2019; Council budget is completed as of June 2020. 
No proposals were implemented.

I testified at the RPT Advisory Commission against “Residential A” that has tripled 
property taxes for local landlords and local tenants.

I also proposed a property tax CAP for owner-occupants of 20 years or more to help 
stabilize the housing situation; local owners worried about being priced out of their 
house; that their children may not be able to remain in their family homes.  

• OPPOSE  -  new transient accommodations classification for TVUs and B&Bs taxed 
at rate between residential ($3.50) and resort ($13.40 currently, set for $13.90 next 
year). More burdens on our owner-occupants B & B.

• Support -  a new property tax exemption for Accessory Dwelling Units similar to 
what was in Bill 63 (2018).

• Support -  increase in homeowner exemption (Bill 3 2019). 
• Support - Bill 23 – exemption for certain Chinatown properties for affordable 

housing.
• Support -  a review of possible exemption for properties that are leased on a long-

term basis (1 yr or more).   

REAL PROPERTY TAX - CONT’D

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

Some people know of certain laws for homeowners with low income and only one 
house. These laws aren’t popularly known because the city depends on 40% of its 
income on real estate taxes. The valuation of homes needs overhaul. It doesn’t match 
the market reality anymore. You can’t sell your house at the tax assessed value. It is 
usually too high. This will help lower property taxes.

I agree with the Commission that property tax exemptions be permitted for accessory 
dwelling units and redevelopment of property in low income census tracts, including 
the Chinatown historic district in order to provide workforce and affordable housing 
options for residents. I agree with the Commission that the City should codify the 
income method of valuation for industrial, hotels and commercial properties when a 
property owner requests a review of the City’s valuation and appraisal of the property. 
This could ensure fairness and equality among similar properties throughout the 
County. I agree with the Commission’s recommendation to create an “economic 
development” property tax abatement initiative within all designated Census Tracts. 
Especially now, with so many service industry employees out of work, the County 
must do whatever it can to support low-income tract areas and stimulate economic 
development and job opportunities. 

I disagree with the Commissions recommendations for repealing the property tax 
exemption for childcare operators. Childcare operators, like many other essential 
businesses, are struggling to stay afloat.

Choon James

Audrey Keesing

Kym Pine
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REAL PROPERTY TAX - CONT’D

Q. Which real property tax strategies proposed by the Commission would you support or oppose and why?

TAX

My free economy model puts strong emphasis on reducing taxes, so that it will keep 
more disposable income in taxpayer’s pocket. Some of that savings may turn into term 
deposit, while like most of us, we may want to spend some of that on products and 
services, like hosting a dinner party, buying gifts, doing home improvement projects. 
When a resident spends money on local businesses, that creates positive spillover 
effect that enables local businesses to grow. When a local business is growing, they will 
hire more help, expand operation. At the end of the day, everyone makes more money 
and grows more businesses. I strongly believe, our property tax rate and various city 
tax schedule should be reduced further. The bottom line is, putting more money in a 
person’s pocket is the quickest way to see economy grow. Reducing high cost of living 
is one of my top agenda by being Honolulu Mayor.

My general take on these types of commissions is that, while sometimes helpful, they 
far too often cause things to get bogged down. Over time they can become insular to 
the point of hindering fresh new ideas. This is not to speak of this particular commission 
as much as it is my general political philosophy. In short, when offered a position by 
a government commission I will always seek a second opinion. I am not familiar with 
the RPTAC or their proposals but I will listen carefully to all their recommendations. I 
would seek the broadest cross section of representation among public and private 
industry people. 

William (Bud) 
Stonebraker

Ho Yin (Jason) Wong
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY
The City Council reviews the Mayor’s proposed budget and must balance the budget with a combination of revenue 
generating and cost cutting strategies.

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

Interesting times as budgets are more important than ever with high unemployment, 
the tour-ism industry in doubt, and expenditures beyond normal needs due to the 
crises to so many cit-izens in need in Honolulu today. Need to reduce the budget and 
look for new means of in-come. Reducing the budget starts with limiting hiring of 
new employees, evaluating wages and benefits to adjust costs, sharing responsibili-
ties with job titles and not being so special-ized to increase tasks accomplished with 
less workers, community infusion to assist with pub-lic affairs at nominal or no cost to 
the City. Revenue generating tools should be addressed by increasing fees, and costs 
to out of state homeowners, corporations, and tourists.

The best way to balance the budget and instill fiscal responsibility in our City is 
through commonsense leadership and responsible management. Through effective 
and responsible managerial practices like zero-based budgeting and by asking the 
simple question, “Why?”, for each and every dollar the City spends, I know that the 
City’s budget can be controlled in a responsible way.

Systematically reviewing how our City spends its money will also allow us to ensure 
that the programs and services that people need most in a post-COVID-19 world are 
prioritized. The reprioritization of City funds must happen, especially as the City’s fi-
nances are damaged by the economic fallout of COVID-19.

In terms of increasing revenue, we should look at the option of taxing vacant homes. 
This will not only provide stimulus for us, but it will increase inventory of available 
housing for local residents. This has succeeded on Vancouver Island and is being ex-
plored in other major cities.

The City has a responsibility to provide numerous essential services to our community. 
I’m not looking for opportunities to cut City services, because I believe they are 
essential. COVID-19 has shown us how important City services are, and why we need 
to invest them in our communities and future goals. Instead, there are opportunities 
to be more efficient in how the City spends its resources. My plan is to improve City 
processes so that City services and programs get to the people and neighborhoods 
that need them. We also need strict oversight and transparency of key City operating 
expenditures, like rail. I also plan to help reduce City costs by conducting a citywide 
energy audit and implement clean energy solutions to reduce energy costs. 

More than just increasing City revenue, the City must lead the way in helping to 
rebuild our local economy. I believe we must invest in our people, invest in physical 
infrastructure projects, build transit-oriented development along the rail line, and 
invest in technology infrastructure and innovation to help drive economic growth.  

Keith Amemiya

Rick Blangiardi

Duke Bourgoin
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

I believe that we must stop incarcerating people who use drugs. By doing this we save 
money for the tax payer who pays for the jail and prison times. This will also save on 
enforcement. Saying this, we should be legalizing marijuana and collecting taxes on it, 
which would increase our revenue.

The city should work with the state in cutting health care cost by backing a universal 
health plan. Any savings that the state makes is a saving for the city.

The rail project offers the best opportunity for long-term cost savings along with 
increased revenue. The current plan relies on obsolescent steel wheels technology 
and should be converted as soon as possible (or at the very latest, from Middle Street) 
to American designed second generation superconducting magnetic levitation 
(SCM). Conversion will allow use of the existing guideway for already acquired steel-
wheels trains and new urban maglev vehicles. The first savings will come from future 
development of the guideway to maglev monorails, much less physically (and visually) 
imposing.

Initial savings, at least $300 million if conversion starts at Middle Street, will enable 
extension of the alignment to UH-Manoa and added trains without increasing the 
rail “budget.” Huge savings will occur in life cycle operations and maintenance, with 
maglev O&M costs no more than one-third that of steel wheels.  Future extensions, to 
include service into Waikiki and west as far as Ko Olina through Kalaeloa, will provide 
added transit-oriented development opportunities that will broaden the city’s tax 
base and provide not only added revenue but new jobs.

John Carroll

Ernest Caravalho

Karl Dicks

Complete audit top to bottom.
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

The greatest near- and long-term opportunities to generate City revenues rest with 
rail and transit-oriented development. So much development is planned along the 
route that it can only produce higher real property tax revenues over time.

In the meantime, the pandemic and its after-effects may necessitate some cutbacks by 
government. My mantra as mayor was, “Do we need it, can we afford it, can we maintain 
it?” and we can adopt this theme to evaluating public services. I formed a blue-ribbon 
panel to conduct a Citywide evaluation in 2005 and draft recommendations on our 
operations, and I plan to do the same if reelected.

I also favor the use of public-private partnerships, involving government, business, 
and nonprofits, to stretch public money with the addition of resources from groups 
outside government.

I believe there is a lot of opportunity for efficiency at the Department of Planning and 
Permitting. If the permits are issued in an efficient matter, this will generate income. 
In fact, DPP is almost self-sufficient since its costs are almost covered by the amount 
of revenue that it generates through its fees. Not only will the increased construction 
help increase the tax revenue for the City, it will also help generate fees such as the 
permit costs. An area for savings is in looking at the inefficiency of rail. Though rail is 
paid for by GET and TAT, it is important to note that the City has to supplement the 
financial costs for the removal of Section 5307 funds (bus funds). However, for the 
immediate future, there is a source of revenue for the City and the federal government 
through the CARES Act.

I’ve been attending and analyzing City Council meetings for over 12 years. I will review 
all major budget items with a fine-tooth uku comb. The Rail is the biggest budget 
item. Stop Rail at Middle Street. This project began in 2006 at $2.7B. Today, it’s at $9.3B 
and escalating. The Operations and Maintenance costs are still hugely unknown. 

Portions of Middle Street to Ala Moana Phase are projected to be in the Honolulu 
Sea Level Rise Inundation Zone. It makes no sense to throw hard-earn taxes into this 
money black hole. Stop at Middle Street and branch out with modernized options 
from thereon.

The Mayor has squandered millions of dollars for his pork and pay-to-play projects. 
There have been unnecessary lawsuit settlements as well as lost federal revenues due 
to the city missing its timeliness deadlines. 

As Mayor, I will reduce costs - consolidate priorities in projects and spending. I want 
to be fiscally prudent in running a tight ship than increasing revenues through higher 
property taxes and fees. Our residents are not money trees! 

Colleen Hanabusa

Mufi Hannemann

Choon James
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

The city must resolve uncertainty about our economic recovery before making any 
further decisions about capital improvement projects, such as the Blaisdell project 
or the sports complex in Waimanalo, which are projects that are unpopular in the 
community. As mayor, I would seek public input on possibly extending our short-term 
rail bonds to longer-terms to increase our cash-on-hand. There are many opportunities 
for public-private partnerships and federal dollars available for TOD housing initiatives 
that will add jobs and affordable housing. For the past round of budgeting, I identified 
many areas where I sought pro-actively to make cuts. Every budget can be trimmed 
and it can be done without lay-offs or pay cuts. 

A Department by Department review is needed. Some departments have too many 
employees and some claim to have no expenditures. When I come into office, many 
people may be facing foreclosure for failing to pay the Fall property taxes for their real 
estate. Some people will want to get real estate at low prices. I don’t want a County 
of people in foreclosure. The city needs to implement rent control, get more HUD 
housing money, work with private nonprofits like Habilitat which helps people build 
their own homes. It needs to acquire property by foreclosing on some hotels and 
using the rooms as rent to own studios. We have this window of opportunity because 
of COVID-19 and the reduction of tourism.

I believe our best opportunity to reduce costs is by cutting waste, mismanagement 
and the duplication of services. We also ought to delay any proposed pay raises during 
this time of financial crisis. I don’t think we ought to entertain any hope of increasing 
revenue in a year like this. Most people of this city are suffering, the city is going 
to suffer with them. We aren’t going to try to increase or maintain our budget size. 
Most people are making adjustments and so should the city. In addition, I believe my 
compliance program [from previous Housing Availability response] could go a long 
way toward cleaning up our island and generating income. 

Audrey Keesing

Kym Pine

William (Bud) 
Stonebraker
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CITY BUDGET, FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Q. What do you believe is the City’s greatest opportunity to reduce costs or increase revenue?

Under my leadership, Oahu will be actively encouraging and supporting the growth 
of technology businesses in Hawaii, both new enterprises and relocation of operations 
for established national and global firms. This will bring high-paid jobs to Honolulu, 
thus increasing sales & orders for our local product, service and trade industry 
operators. This will also increase the tax base, enabling us to lower taxes for those who 
need help the most. Secondly, through targeted outreach, incentives, film production 
friendly policies, I will work tirelessly to bring more film & TV production of all types to 
Honolulu. The city government will support the establishment and growth of a local 
full-fledged media production ecosystem, meaning that not just the filming, but also 
the cutting, editing, and post production work – creating yet more long-term, well-
paid professional jobs to our future generation.

Honolulu 2.0 will be a stronger – and smarter – tomorrow, with our kama’aina prepared 
for – and employed in – the highly paid, stable, long term (and pandemic proof ) jobs 
in the technology and film production sectors.

Ho Yin (Jason) Wong
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